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We know talent.
Chandler Macleod has an extensive
database of active candidates in
various industry sectors and over
13,000 employees out working on
client sites every week. Through our
experience with planning, sourcing,
assessing, developing and managing
talent along with industry intelligence,
we know a lot about talent.
Contact our Newcastle team on
02 4978 7744.
chandlermacleod.com
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HBR from the editor

With the Australian Federal election out of the way, the
Government must put its focus back on economic matters and
provide the leadership required to help develop a globally
competitive economy.
Whilst traditional mining and agriculture industries will continue
to make major contributions, the real opportunities are in the
knowledge and innovation sectors to provide high value products
and services for evolving global economy.
With rich natural resources, for the most part of the 20th century
we hardly needed a detailed economic plan as the nation went
from “riding on the sheep’s’ back” to “living off our mineral wealth”.
In politics and in business, we often had a fairly passive economic
plan, almost like a farmer in drought saying “maybe we’ll get more
rain next year”. We far too often looked for externals conditions to
change rather than trying to change ourselves.
Unfortunately that thinking is profoundly unsuitable for the
modern economy. Businesses and countries that are having
major sustained growth are those that are seeing opportunities,
grasping the opportunities and running with them. The world
changes so fast that you must be agile and continually re-invent
yourself to remain successful.
So on the nation level – what are our opportunities, what must
we do to take advantage of these and how do we continue to
evolve our economy.
At the political level I would suggest that we are failing to show
the leadership required to achieve the economic success we are
capable of.

Hunter Business Review

Malcolm Turnbull made some excellent announcements late
last year regarding innovation, but what is the Government’s plan
for Australia? Where are our opportunities? How can we harness
these opportunities?
It is only when we start having these types of discussions and
actions that our true economic potential will be reached.
While our Federal election is over, the US Presidential Election
coming in November has the potential to have major impacts on
Australia and its economy.
The US – China relations are stressed at the moment and this
is being particularly materialised in the South China Sea. It is
a classic case of an established power being challenged by an
emerging power – a situation that has led to many conflicts in
the past. Hopefully cooler heads prevail and a military conflict
is unlikely, but Australia is in danger of having to choose sides
between our No 1 and No 3 trading partners. This is a no-win
scenario for Australia.
If Donald Trump becomes the US President, it is difficult to see
the US being conciliatory to China and there is a real chance of
their relationship further deteriorating.
This will create an extremely difficult position for Australia
politically and economically. We will need to be exceptionally
diplomatic if we are able to maintain our strong traditional ties
with the USA and our rapidly growing ties with China.
Garry Hardie
Publisher & Editor

COMING ISSUES
SEPTEMBER:
Business and the Environment + Retirement Living & Aged Care + Mining &
Energy Update + Health & Wellbeing
OCTOBER:
Building & Construction + Business Financing
NOVEMBER:
Manufacturing + Business Technology
DECEMBER:
Women in Business + Mining & Energy Update + Health & Wellbeing

For further information call (02) 4925 7760,
email info@HBRmag.com.au or visit www.HBRmag.com.au

HBR is essential reading
for anyone wanting to
stay informed on local
business news and
issues that affect
business.

Subscribe NOW
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HBR business news
Roberts Legal Finalists in nation’s largest law awards
Roberts Legal, Local Boutique Commercial Litigation firm
have been announced as finalists in the 16th Annual Lawyers
Weekly Australian Law Awards. Following the biggest number of
submissions the awards have ever seen Roberts Legal are in the
running for Regional Suburban Law Firm of the year.
Additionally, their Business Development Manager, James
Thomson, has been announced as a finalist for the Business
Development Professional of the year award.
These prestigious awards recognise individual excellence in the
law, from the profession’s most senior ranks to its rising stars. It
also celebrates trailblazers in legal business that have challenged
traditional models and found better ways to practise law.

Roberts Legal was made a finalist because it has excelled in
many areas but, in particular, for Building Construction Law
and Commercial Litigation. Principal Sam Roberts, has written
a comprehensive free Guide on the Building and Construction
Industry Security of Payment Act which has been downloaded
over 2000 times. This Guide has helped both industry lawyers,
commercial builders, residential builders and companies to be
educated on the NSW Security of Payment laws. Even Barristers
have downloaded the Guide for their reference including Bruce
Collins who authored the Government’s ‘Collins Report’ into the laws
has praised the firm for their extensive knowledge on the subject.
Winners of the Awards will be announced in September.

The all new E-Class.
Masterpiece of intelligence. The remarkable all new Mercedes-Benz E-Class takes automotive technology into a new realm of intelligence. Over 100 million lines
of code drive technical advancement like never before. Advanced safety features including PRE-SAFE® Impulse Side, PRE-SAFE® Sound and Evasive Steering Assist
constantly monitor the world around you reacting to and anticipating potential hazards in the blink of an eye. While a widescreen cockpit provides astounding levels
of technical innovation and luxury. As a masterpiece of intelligence, the all new E-Class stands alone.
mbnewcastle.com.au

E 200

$99,792*

• Widescreen cockpit
• 9G-TRONIC transmission
• COMAND Online^

• Evasive Steering Assist
• PRE-SAFE ® Impulse Side
• PRE-SAFE ® Sound

MBA8887

*Drive away price for standard specification vehicle with listed featured purchased and delivered by 30th September 2016 while stocks last. ^Phone and internet compatibility,
connectivity and capabilities differ between devices, markets and vehicles. Please check the compatibility of your device and vehicle in Australia at www.mercedes-benz-mobile.com

Hunter Star Motors 1 Pacific Highway, Bennetts Green NSW 2290, Tel (02) 4974 4244, www.mbnewcastle.com.au, Lic No 18100
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HBR business news
Major expansion for Cessnock
Correctional Centre
Almost 900 jobs will be created during and after construction of
the Cessnock Correctional Centre expansion.
Corrective Services NSW is undertaking building scoping work at the
prison north of Sydney and is considering the construction of three
new facilities that could provide beds for 1,000 inmates. The facilities
would be built within the existing boundaries of the current prison.
CSNSW Commissioner Peter Severin said the proposed works
were part of the NSW Government's $3.8 billion Prison Bed
Capacity Program, announced in June, which would create an
additional 7,000 beds across the state.
"The proposed expansion of this centre will not only help ease
the prisoner population challenge, but will also make a significant
contribution to the local area," the Commissioner said.
"Cessnock Correctional Centre already employs more than 300
local staff and this new announcement would see more jobs created,
including 450 during construction and 430 when complete.
"The centre is dedicated to keeping the community safe and
reducing reoffending through education and vocational training,
and we will continue to keep this as our priority as it expands."
CSNSW is encouraging the community to provide their feedback
on the projects under consideration, which includes 1,000 new
beds as well as:
• A Corrective Services Industries building with kitchen,
classrooms and laundry;
• An inmate reception building within the existing centre;
• Playing fields and multipurpose courts;
• 500 additional staff and visitor parking spaces; and
• A modified road layout and new main entrance to connect
Lindsay Street with the main gatehouse and minimise traffic
impacts on the local area.

Rethink and Toyne join forces
On 1 July 2016 Rethink (Rethink Financial Group) and Toyne
Business Consultants welcomed in the new financial year by
joining forces.
Toyne Business Consultants have been supporting and inspiring
companies in Newcastle since local business personality Craig
Toyne first started the business in 2000. Craig said the decision to
join Rethink was actually a really simple one.
“For years I’ve been wanting to offer clients more holistic and full
service advice,” said Criag.
“The fact Rethink already provides financial planning, law,
accounting and life coaching all in a very integrated and
innovative way means clients have been able to immediately
benefit from the merger.”
Toyne Business Consultants have officially moved into the Rethink
office and become part of the loving Rethink family and over the
coming months will rebrand to Rethink. Toyne Business Consultants
will officially be Rethink Accounting headed up by Laura Hughes
(Head of Rethink Accounting), giving Craig more time to inject into
client relationships and the businesses he works with.

Caught in a storm?
You’ll need an experienced captain
guiding you to calmer waters.

Take your event to a new
high with Hi-top Coffee
PERFECT FOR:
• Auctions or
open houses

It's no different in a
financial storm.
You deserve
the best advice.
Call Shaw Gidley when
experience matters.

• Events
• Coffee/
cocktail parties
• Weddings

• Festivals

• Daily coffee runs
Feel free to contact Hi-top Coffee to
discuss our customised themes & packages

Phone: 0417 007 691
Email: hitopcoffee@gmail.com
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Newcastle 02 4908 4444
Central Coast 02 4365 3344
Port Macquarie 02 6580 0400
www.shawgidley.com.au

Property Investing
in an SMSF...
Did you know?

We can help you:

With a SMSF, you can borrow or use the funds
you’ve already accumulated in your super to invest
directly in residential or commercial property.
What’s more, buying a commercial property
through an SMSF can include an office or
other commercial dwelling that can be used
by your business.

}

Work out if borrowing to invest in property
in your SMSF is the right strategy for you

}

Put the structure in place to simplify the
borrowing process, so you have the freedom
to focus on your business

}

Establish a SMSF to facilitate the borrowing

Contact us
If you would like to find out more about borrowing
to invest in property contact us today for a no
obligation, no cost assessment of your situation

Newcastle: 206 Hannell Street, Wickham NSW 2293
02 4969 1900

|

newcastle@advisorygroup.com.au

Maitland: 28 Church Street, Maitland NSW 2320
02 4933 9166

This advertisement contains information that is general in nature. It does not take into account the objectives, financial situation
or needs of any particular person. You need to consider your financial situation and needs before making any decisions based on
this information. If you decide to purchase or vary a financial product, your financial adviser, AMP Financial Planning Pty Limited
and other companies within the AMP Group may receive fees and other benefits. The fees will be a dollar amount and/or a
percentage of either the premium you pay or the value of your investment. Please contact us if you want more information.
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maitland@advisorygroup.com.au

HBR business news
International merger
showcases Hunter expertise
Hunter-based International Conveyor Products (ICON) has formed
a significant partnership with leading Chinese conveyor belt
manufacturer Zhejiang Double Arrow Rubber Co., Ltd (Double Arrow).
It is a noteworthy achievement for the Newcastle company
established by Mark Wilson in 2003, and good news for Australian
customers, particularly in the mining industry.
From 1 July 2016 ICON merged with, and operates as part of the
Double Arrow group, while continuing to work from its Carrington
offices. With warehouse facilities nationwide, ICON is a leading
supplier of an extensive range of high-end quality conveyor belting
and conveyor products to customers operating across Australasia and
Internationally. ICON has a reputation for its product range, supply
lead times, and after-sales service to support companies including
and not limited to Anglo American, BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto.
Managing Director, Mark Wilson, said “That the partnership
provides direct to market solutions for domestic and international
requirements. We have been providing our customers with quality
Double Arrow manufactured conveyor products since 2006 supplied
under the ICON brand. The partnership means that customers will
now experience a more direct and efficient way to purchase products.”
The globally recognised conveyor belt manufacturer will derive
significant benefits from ICON’s established reputation for the quality
of its products, supply-chain efficiency, and local back-up product and
technical support.
Zhejiang Double Arrow Rubber Co., Ltd is a publically listed (China)
company with an annual production capacity across 39 production
lines of 50 million sqm (approx. 5 million lineal metres) of conveyor belting.
They are a recipient of the coveted "China's famous product" status.
ICON already accepts orders to specification for non-stocked
items, or will engineer a product solution to meet specific customer
conveying demands. Of mention is ICON’s project supply of 34 km of

conveyor belting into Queensland’s new Grosvenor Coal Mine.
ICON will adopt the Double Arrow name and will continue to
operate from its offices in Forbes Street Carrington.

Awards for CVG Finance
The Mortgage & Finance Association of Australia (MFAA) hosted
their annual National Excellence Awards ceremony in Melbourne.
Awards are presented to members of the association to
recognise their exceptional contribution to practice and service in
the mortgage and finance industry.
Whilst the awards highlight individual and group excellence, they
are also designed to encourage members and organisations to strive
for brilliance and to constantly evolve and improve their practices.
It was a highly anticipated night for local broker Paul Lambess
who recently won the state award for NSW/ACT Young
Professional, qualifying him for the National award. A Director of
CVG Finance, Paul came away with an impressive win in the 2016
AFG NSW/ACT Young Professional category.
“When CVG Finance was birthed seven years ago, my vision
was to help people unlock their potential by providing a financial
experience that was different yet down to earth, relatable and
always professional. Being presented this award gives me great
motivation to continue chasing this goal. It’s a great honour and
one I accept too on behalf of the CVG Finance team,” said Paul in
regards to the award.

JOIN TODAY!

Want to be more involved in
shaping Newcastle’s future?
Recent engagement opportunities have included:
• the community survey
• beach kiosk satisfaction
• preliminary work for the development of the Civic
Park conservation management plan
• safe city survey.

Join today and have your say!

For more information please visit:
www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au
2403JUL16
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Register at:
www.mynewcastlevoice.com
or call 4974 2238

LIKE OUR PAGE
Stay up to date and like our
Facebook page today!
@newcastlecouncil

HBR business news
Hunter Innovation Festival a success
Christina Gerakiteys
Ideation at work
This year, the Hunter Innovation Festival (HIF) saw a record
number of entries for the Smart Ideas competition. Over 30
people took part in the inaugural HunterHackFest and two startups pitched at the Hunter Research Foundation breakfast. This
city is bursting with ideas (and dare I say innovators) and the
Festival opened several portals for them to shine through.
2016 also brought record numbers of attendees and speakers.
Most importantly, opportunities were created as the greater
community was given the chance to connect.
And that’s where the magic happens. In the connections. That’s
where possibility is created. We all look for magic formulas when
it comes to business and innovation. The truth is, there is no
one-size-fits-all formula for success. What’s more, success can be
measured in so many different ways. Do you judge success on
an increased bottom line? On the number of people you inspire
and motivate? On happy and productive employees? On return
customers? I was reading an article lately about a debt collecting
business that judged their success on the number of thank you
letters they received from debtors. Yes you read that correctly.
And that one-size-fits all formula? Unless you are cloning
people, replicating economic circumstances, operating in similar
geographical centres and have the same ‘resources’ it simply
doesn’t exist. What we need to do is become familiar with a
variety of formulas, adopt what feels rights and adapt it to our
own business circumstances. We need to create the formula that
fits the outcomes we are trying to achieve. That is true innovation.
Events like the Hunter Innovation Festival, DiG, Hunter
Collective, The Rippler Effect and all other opportunities offered
where the business community can connect and discover, are

important on many levels. In fact vital. It is in the space where we
constantly learn, constantly open ourselves up to new ideas and
constantly connect with people outside our regular communities,
that progress is possible and potential realised. A backwards
glance into human history verifies this.
Diversification of ideas, communities and resources are
needed for innovators, creatives and inventors to take us into
the ‘next frontier’. The human connections created at the Hunter
Innovation Festival, the number of people that conversed, made
contact with presenters and approached those that pitched, these
are the measures the organisers used to gauge the event’s success.
As all event organisers can appreciate, it takes a lot of volunteer work,
is often thankless, filled with sleepless nights and endless check
lists, and a lot of wishful thinking. The Hunter Innovation Festival
committee is happy to report that by our measures, we succeeded in
forwarding the ‘innovation’ cause, but more importantly, bringing into
the open a plethora of ideas and an amazing group of people that
otherwise may just have gone unnoticed.
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HBR business news
Work to begin on construction of new
retail development for Salamander Bay
Preliminary construction works will begin on a seven-lot subdivision
to expand the retail offering at Salamander Bay after Port Stephens
Council appointed a contractor to undertake the project.
Daracon has been awarded the tender for civil construction
works to create seven lots, a new bus interchange and associated
improvements to the road network at 155 Salamander Way, in the
Salamander Shopping Centre precinct.
The project includes the installation of traffic lights and pedestrian
crossings at the intersection of Bagnall Beach Road and Town Centre
Circuit, as well as a second access road for the Salamander Shopping
Centre to be called Central Avenue, off Bagnall Beach Road.
Sean Fox, Council's Land Acquisition and Development Manager,
"The design for the subdivision will result in significant improvements
for vehicles and pedestrians in what is a very busy shopping centre,"
"Seven lots will be created, including four lots for immediate
development, and we will see a new dedicated bus interchange
adjacent to McDonald's and traffic lights at the intersection of Bagnall
Beach Road and Town Centre Circuit with provision for pedestrians.
"As well as the economic benefits that come with new commercial
land and potential new businesses, improving the road network and
accessibility for pedestrians was a key part of the subdivision design
and we are confident this is the best outcome.
"However, while reasonable access to the shopping centre will be
maintained, there will be impacts on traffic during the construction
phase and we thank the community in advance for your patience and
cooperation with traffic controls."
In late 2015 Council resolved to sell or lease three of the lots, and is
now in negotiations on the fourth lot.
Mr Fox said the new lots had the potential to accommodate a
variety of uses and Council was continuing its conversations with
potential purchasers.

PLAY DEAL

$79pp

18 holes of golf,
Shared Visage GPS cart,
Bodega Burger and
3 Srixon golf balls.

Stay
and Play

Cypress Lakes is a picturesque 6,472 metre, par 72,
championship golf course with state-of-the-art Visage
GPS golf carts, panoramic views of the Hunter Valley’s
famous vineyards and surrounding Brokeback mountain
range, this course is a must-play.

Call the Pro Shop on 02 4993 1555 to
book your round of golf and quote HRR16.
oakshotels.com
Oaks Cypress Lakes Resort

Cnr McDonalds & Thompsons Rd,
Pokolbin NSW 2320
Terms and Conditions apply. Subject to availability.
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"There's been strong ongoing interest in the land from a wide range
of users that will complement and support the existing shopping
centre and make this location the dominant retail precinct on the
Tomaree peninsula," he said.

Skate bowl for South
Newcastle Bathers Way
Newcastle City Council is planning a new lease of life for South
Newcastle Beach with a uniquely designed skate bowl, kiosk and
outdoor gym featuring in the next stage of the Bathers Way project.
Concept plans for stage one of the Newcastle Beach project,
stretching from Newcastle Surf Club to King Edward Park, reveal
the signature widened pathway, an iconic skate bowl jutting out
into the sand and a street-style skate park that skaters can "drop
into" from the shared pathway.
Art installations among stylish landscaping, tiered seating and shade
shelters similar to those along the Merewether-Bar Beach section of
Bathers Way have also been proposed ahead of final design.
"It is exciting that we are realising our goal of connecting
Nobbys to Merewether with a coastal pathway to rival any in
Australia," Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said.
"This is an ambitious concept to activate a long-dormant part of
the coast at South Newcastle by proposing a competition-standard
skate bowl as well as street-style skate facilities, and making public
domain improvements that will beautify and activate the previously
ungainly site between the ocean and the cliff.
"Inclusion of a new kiosk, fitness and parkour equipment, and areas
to stop and enjoy the view means that the South Newcastle stretch of
the Bathers Way will offer something for everyone.
"Bathers Way is already gaining a reputation as a must see
destination for visitors to Newcastle and the region, allowing
them to take in the beautiful sites along our coastline and enjoy
the safety, amenity and buzz the shared pathway provides.
“Judging by early successes, the Bathers Way could rival Sydney's
Bondi to Bronte Walk and Victoria's Great Ocean Road on the
bucket list of great Australian coastal attractions.”

Local, trusted support
when you need it most.

Jirsch Sutherland has been working with
local business to provide turnaround, forensic and
insolvency accounting services
since 1984.

HBR business news
Lake Macquarie Business Excellence Awards
Winners for the 2016 Lake Macquarie Business Excellence
Awards were announced at the Awards Gala Dinner, held at
Belmont 16s on Saturday 23 July.
Winners across 13 categories focusing on areas such as
branding & marketing, business systems, workforce training and
development, customer service, innovation, entrepreneurship,
workplace health and safety and sustainability were recognised
for business excellence and their outstanding achievements were
celebrated in style.
Three major award winners were also recognised for their
business expertise, their contribution to the Lake Macquarie
Business Community and their capacity to give back to the
general community.
Business Growth Centre Manager, Brett Gleeson was extremely
pleased with the results;
“In its fifth year, the Awards have demonstrated that there are
many businesses in Lake Macquarie who aspire to and have
achieved excellence. The Gala Dinner is a celebration of these
achievements and it was certainly pleasing to see so many
business people come together to support their colleagues.”

Major winners - Jennifer Holland from Throat Scope, Nathan Franks from Dynamic
Business Technologies and Amber Moncrieff from Hunter Plastic Surgery

WINNER
BUSINESS
OF THE YEAR
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WINNER
EXCELLENCE
IN BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

WINNER
EXCELLENCE
IN YOUNG

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The 2016 Lake Macquarie Business Excellence
Awards Winners are as follows:
Excellence in Branding and Marketing - Zimpleweb
Excellence in Sustainable Business Practices Charlestown Golf Club
Excellence in Business Systems Dynamic Business Technologies
Excellence in Innovation - Solar Power Australia
Excellence in Retail Practices AniPET Pet and Aquarium Warehouse
Excellence in Workforce Training and Development KENT Conveyancing
Excellence in Entrepreneurship Suzanne Felsinger - Kip McGrath Education Centre
Excellence in Customer Service by the Whole Business Hunter Plastic Surgery
Excellence in Customer Service by an Individual Employee Richard Popovski - REFCA Services
Excellence in Not for Profit / Charity Life Education Hunter Region
Excellence in New Business - FinBiz Advisers
Excellence in Young Entrepreneurship Nathan Franks - Dynamic Business Technologies
Excellence in Workplace Health and SafetyThe Place: Charlestown Community Centre
Young Business Person of the Year Jennifer Holland - Throat Scope
Business Person of the Year Amber Moncrieff - Hunter Plastic Surgery
Business of the Year- Dynamic Business Technologies

HBR business news
$850,000 for Port Stephens
community projects and initiatives
Port Stephens Council has formalised the allocation of more than
$850,000 in funding for community projects, including $164,000 in
grants to help individuals and groups host events and run programs
to promote culture in Port Stephens.
Beneficiaries of Council's community grants program comprising
the Cultural Projects Fund, Aboriginal Projects Fund, Heritage Projects
Fund, Environmental Projects Fund and the Community Projects Fund
were endorsed at tonight's Council meeting to support a range of
initiatives across the community.
The Mayor and councillors also approved the provision of more than
$30,000 to community groups from the Mayoral and Ward Funds.
Mayor of Port Stephens, Bruce MacKenzie, said service clubs,
environmental groups, sports clubs and church groups were among
the successful applicants.
"The community grants program and Mayoral and Ward Funds are
what really sets local government apart from other tiers, and Port
Stephens Council in particular places significant importance on being
able to contribute to the community in this way," Mayor MacKenzie said.
"This is funding to enable community groups to continue to
run events and programs and to maintain important community
infrastructure for the benefit of all residents of Port Stephens.
"As a result of this funding, we will see events such as the Port Stephens
Riverside Fiesta and the monthly Lemon Jams at Lemon Tree Passage, we'll
see art prizes and writers festivals and Aboriginal projects in schools.
"What this funding does is allow people to take ownership of their
own initiatives and projects, to create channels to interact with each
other and create their own sense of identity and spirit of community."
Mayor MacKenzie said tonight's meeting also saw the endorsement
of the proceeds of the sale of new housing blocks at Tarrant Road,
Salamander Bay, which will see previously unfunded projects go
ahead at a total cost of $660,000.

"There are strict guidelines as to how profits from Council
developments can be spent, including that 30 per cent of the total
$2.1 million profit must be allocated to Ward Funds to be spent in
accordance with Council's strategic plans," he said.
"As a result of the sale of the lots on Tarrant Road, we now have
an extra $660,000 that we are using for projects such as accessible
equipment at Boomerang Park playground, netball courts at Ferodale
Sports Complex and new amenities at Tomaree Sports Complex.
"It's a wonderful example of how Port Stephens Council creates new
and independent income streams that allow projects to go ahead
that would otherwise remain unfunded."

Council backs supercar
championship for Newcastle
Newcastle City Council has voted to support a partnership
with Destination NSW and Virgin Australia Supercars on a bid to
bring the annual season-ending round of the Australian Supercar
Championships to the city from next year.
"The Championships are a major event with an international
following," Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said.
"They have the potential to bring enormous economic benefits and
incredible exposure for Newcastle and the broader Hunter Region.
"Based on information drawn from the Gold Coast, Homebush and
Bathurst events, the Supercars could bring up to $50 million into the
regional economy each year.
"With a potential international TV audience in the millions, the event
will showcase the city and our beautiful coastal setting in full glory in
high summer."
Newcastle City Council Interim CEO Frank Cordingley said Council
and DNSW had discussed hosting the race on a road circuit around
the city and foreshore. Details of the track layout and other logistics
are still to be determined.

The Sprinter Cab Chassis. Truckloads of value.
Right now you get more value than ever with the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Cab Chassis. With every new vehicle, we’re giving away free
auto, 3 years free scheduled servicing and a low interest rate of only 1.9% p.a. Hurry into Hunter Star Motors to test drive today.
Sprinter Cab Chassis
This offer is available to corporate buyers only (excluding fleet, government or rental buyers) on new vehicles purchased and delivered between 1st January 2016 and 30th November 2016, unless
offer extended. Not available in conjunction with any other offer. *Complimentary scheduled servicing is based on three years from the vehicle’s first registration date or 90,000 km from new,
whichever comes first. Scheduled servicing must be conducted at an authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans dealership. Only items covered by the Mercedes-Benz Service Booklet are covered. All other
items, including normal wear and tear items and consumables are excluded and are at the owner’s cost. ^Finance offer only available to approved business customers of Mercedes-Benz Financial
Services Australia Pty Ltd ABN 73 074 134 517 on a 36 month Commercial Asset Loan. Subject to fees and standard credit assessment and lending criteria.

Hunter Star Motors 1 Pacific Highway, Bennetts Green NSW 2290, Tel (02) 4974 4244, www.mbnewcastle.com.au, Lic No 18100
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LET’S TALK WITH.........
1. In a few words tell us about your current role.

I’m the old guy in a young persons’ game trying to guide and
hopefully inspire the beautiful young people who work with me,
to work hard & to show case that Newcastle is indeed a wonderful
vibrant city.

2. How have you reached this point in your professional life?

I started work in hospitality whilst going to teachers college.
I have loved food, wine & people from both sides of the tablethe waiting and being waited on. I have always liked organising
events, making people happy and welcome. The success of
Scratchleys has allowed me to pursue other community outcomes
with The Gastronomic Lunch fundraising for HMRI, now in its 12th
year. OzHarvest Hunter started in Feb 2010 & is helping produce
3.5 million meals for those in need in the Hunter. I was also part
of the wonderful team that delivered The Memorial Walk. These
things make you feel good to get out of bed in the morning.

3. When you’re not at work, where can we find you?

Obviously spending time with my family and friends. We
entertain a lot at home. I also love snow skiing, tennis & stand
up paddle boarding in the surf. I love to read books about real
people, I have no time for fiction as there are far too many
inspiring people to learn about.

4.Where do you find inspiration?

I am inspired as I said by books about real people. I set goals
every year to try to improve my personal/spiritual health in life. I
often fail to achieve what I set out to do. But I’d rather aim high &
be disappointed then put up with the ordinary.

NEIL
SLATER
"For anyone who wants to
achieve, find something you
love, you will have to put
in a lot of hours to achieve
a high level of success. Not
all businesses are sexy, but
someone has to be the best at
it so it may as well be you."
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5. What advice would you give to someone just starting
out in your field?

For anyone who wants to achieve, find something you love, you
will have to put in a lot of hours to achieve a high level of success.
Not all businesses are sexy, but someone has to be the best at it so
it may as well be you.

6. What’s something most people don’t know about you?

I’m all front, my wife Donna is the brains and steadier of the ship.
Danielle my Restaurant Manager makes Scratchleys work so well.
Monique Maguire at OzHarvest is the brilliance behind that show.
Always surround yourself with talented people – Actually this is
probably something everyone knows about me.

7. How would you like to see the Hunter evolve over the next
decade?

We are on the crest of a Golden Era in Newcastle & the Hunter
Valley. The big cities are too crowded & we are the perfect size
with great people able to connect & drive a vibrant future. People
are really looking at us with energy & desire. That would not have
been the case 20 years ago.

8. What’s your favourite Hunter restaurant/café/bar?

The dining scene in the Hunter is second to none, we have great
Restaurants and some fabulous young chefs returning from their
travels. For me Bistro Molines at Mount View is the pick in a very
tough field.

9. Are you reading anything at the moment?

I have just read The Legacy by James Kerr, written about the New
Zealand All Blacks – the greatest sporting team in the world, a
fabulous read.

HBR business advice

My staff can all be replaced
Paul Siderovski
SiDCOR Chartered Accountants
This statement has to be one of my favourites. I have
had people say this to me at least a dozen times over the
course of my business life. And it is not something I can
agree with. An attitude like this actually reflects a less
profitable business than it could be, real suffering for the
business owner and a lack of true leadership.
Business leaders who adopt the attitude that anyone
is replaceable make less profit than their competitors or
what they are potentially capable of earning. If they think
they can simply hire someone else with greater skills or
someone with more prestige or pedigree, then they are
fools.
When a company has a truly great employee,
that employee caries value that simply cannot be
replaced. They know the business, and have extensive
organisational knowledge including product, systems,
controls, and process. They hold important client
relationships that have been built over many years that
would take years to duplicate. And great employees have
a camaraderie and influence with their co-workers, which
when lost, has an impact on the company’s values and
culture.

The cost of recruiting, training and impact on the
business is at minimum $150k. How many employees
have you lost in the past two years…1, 2, 5 or more? Let’s
put it this way, how much money did you lose over the
past two years $150k, $300k 750k... wow! If you don’t care
about your staff, I bet you do care about the money.
Build a real business with a leader’s vision and values
within it and prosper in more ways than just the bottom line.
For further information contact SiDCOR on 1300 743 267,
email paul@sidcor.com.au or visit www.sidcor.com.au
Paul Siderovski is the
founder and Managing
Director of SiDCOR Chartered
Accountants, has 21 years
experience since starting as
a chartered accountant with
PricewaterhouseCoopers in 1995.
Paul started Newcastle-based
SiDCOR in 2002. Paul has a
Bachelor of Commerce from the
University of Newcastle

Hunter Business Review

Let HBR help you

P: (02) 4925 7760 www.hbrmag.com.au
AUGUST 2016
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HBR business advice
Social media tactics for event marketing
Emily Wilson
Rumble Social
It may feel like we have just passed the year’s half way mark but
I’m sure end of year event plans have already started to make
their way into your calendar. Whether it’s a Christmas party, a
product launch or networking event, it’s always timely to review
how social media is being utilised in your event strategy.
Pre Event – The Anticipation Buzz
Hashtags
This hashtag should be seen as a branding tool for your event
and relevant to both your event and business. Not only will it
be used to market, it provides a channel for communication so
you can easily create or engage in conversation across various
platforms.
Create an event page On Facebook
A specific page will allow all Facebook users to view accurate
and timely information that’s specific to the event. Having
a page makes for a great reference point for people to view
pictures and comments after the event has taken place. An
Instagram account is also great for keeping in touch with event
attendees, particularly on the day of the event – keeping true to
its instantaneous functionality can help cultivate relationships in
real time.
Paid advertising
Attitudes towards Social Media advertising are changing.
Consumers are now looking at social media as a way to connect
with businesses in a causal environment making sponsored
posts and paid advertising a more favourable approach to event
advertising. A targeted approach means that your location or
demographic can be reached and budget easily managed.
Provide behind the scenes videos
Out of all the social mediums, video has the highest
engagement rate and this is a great way to set the scene for the
event. To engage with potential event attendee’s, provide an
interview with a key speaker, show a product demonstration or
showcase the venue. Get the anticipation flowing using visuals to
dance across the page.

During Event – Real-Time Socialising
Take Pictures and Get Video Footage
Post in real time and engage with guests, both while they are
at the venue and when they return home. Images and videos
shared among networks generate conversation between
community groups and give your voice a chance to be heard
from people who are genuinely interested in the topics you
have to offer.
Schedule Posts
If you know the event schedule, you can schedule posts to
keep up engagement with those who weren’t able to make it to
the event in real time. If a key speaker is scheduled to conclude
speaking at 1.15pm – schedule a post at that time to outline one
of their latest articles or blog posts for people to click through.
Post Event – Harnessing Social Narrative
Connections are Key
Follow up with all of those who attended the event. Connect
via Linkedin, post on their Facebook wall or shoot them an email.
Check out their work and comment to build the relationship.
Post-Show Blogging
Storytelling is a large part of connecting with people on a social
level and blogging is a great way to convey your experience. It
also gives you a chance to thank those attendee’s, speakers and
organisers. Post about your experience, share pictures, videos,
post about the people you met and the work they are doing. It’s a
great way to promote the next event too.
For further information contact Emily on 0403 617 162,
email emily@rumblesocialmedia.com or visit
www.rumblesocialmedia.com
Emily Wilson is the founder of Rumble
Social – a local Social Media Marketing firm
offering services in social media management,
consultation, strategy development and
training for businesses in the hunter region.

Attention Business Owners:
Are you missing out on more profit and time?
The First Friday Club is a short, sharp monthly burst of
information, inspiration and motivation all about how
to run your business more effectively.
“Clear, precise & easy! Feel motivated
to now put this into practice.”
Jonathon Wilson, Slattery Auctions

“Short, sharp & to the point
with plenty to take away”
Anthony Furniss, EJE Architecture

Book Now at: firstfridayclub.com.au
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B U S I N E S S
Perfect for your next business event
Our unique and iconic buildings combine historic character with modern
technology to provide an ideal location for corporate meetings, presentations,
workshops and networking occasions – from small events right up to 1500 people.

Booking your event
Please contact our Venue Services team to discuss times,
dates and any special requirements.
Phone (02) 4974 2166 Email newcastlevenues@ncc.nsw.gov.au
www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/newcastle-venues

Newcastle
Business Events
Providing advice on all conference components
including venue, accommodation, transfers, trade
exhibition, audio visual equipment, and catering
Sourcing quotes from organisations interested in
managing the event and preparing the bid proposal
Using local influence to gather support from the
destination where required
Giving the best overview of
what the city has to offer
Providing continuous guidance and
support throughout the event process

Visit our website www.newcastlebusinessevents.com.au

For more information please call 02 4974 2827
or email businessevents@ncc.nsw.gov.au

WELCOME

On the cover of the Guide

The 9th ICEC Welcome Reception, which was held at
Newcastle Museum, hosted by the Catalysis Society of
Australia and organised by Abercrombie Management.
This photo was taken by Sharon Lesley Photography.
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Welcome to the 2016 Hunter Business Function Guide,
an annual special coverage by HBR to help business
people with planning and running an event in the
Hunter region.
The Hunter has a growing reputation as an ideal
location for business functions, with a growing number
of local, Australian and overseas business people
experiencing the excellent locations and services
available.
One of the exceptional strengths of the Hunter is its
extremely broad range of venues available, satisfying
all tastes and budgets. The Hunter can readily
accommodate any type of function, from small,
intimate gathering, to large expos and international
symposiums. The locations vary immensely, from the
CBDs of major centres, to waterfront venues, vineyard
experiences and rural retreats.
The Hunter also has a wide range of excellent support
services to help ensure that you have a successful
event. Whether you need help with just one aspect of
an event or someone to take responsibility for almost
the entire event, the Hunter has an experienced
organisation ready to work with you.
The region is also unique in its range of
accommodation, dining options and activities for
delegates and visitors.
The Hunter is truly the perfect location for almost any
type of business function.

HUNTER BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS PTY LTD
2016 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
Reproduction in any part prohibited without the written
consent of the publisher. While every effort has been
made to ensure all information in this magazine is
accurate, no responsibility is accepted by the publisher,
Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd

FogHorn Brewhouse is Newcastle's
only brewery and brings fresh,
innovative craft beer and high quality,
locally sourced food to the heart of
the city.
Adjacent to the brewery is a buzzing
bar, live music stage and spacious
restaurant with seating up to 250. Our
experienced team can easily cater for
large groups and private functions,
from private brewery tours to
corporate events. Take advantage of
our free WiFi, televisions, roving mic,
big screen digital projector and let our
team tailor your event to your needs.

website FogHornBrewhouse.com.au phone (02) 4929 4721
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Room Capacity

144 160 140 120 1Microphone, data projector, wireless

Cardiff RSL

Cardiff

4

204 150 150 120

Microphone, data projector, wireless
internet, white board, power cords and
boards, tea and coffee.

Catalina Conference
Centre

Rathmines

4

120

Microphones, data projector/screen,
AV set up with DVD, wireless internet,
large screen TV for presentations,
whiteboard.

Caves Beachside

Caves Beach

2

300 300 250 180

Central Charlestown
Leagues Club

Charlestown

3

Cypress Lakes Resort

Pokolbin

Eaglereach Wilderness
Resort

Vacy

3

Fighter World

Williamtown

Foghorn Brewhouse

Banquet

5

Theatre

Port Stephens

Cocktail

Conference
rooms

Anchorage Port
Stephens

Max Area/M²

Location

Venues

Accom. See
rooms page

Onsite
activities

Facilities

Spa Lucca, amenities also include
Pool, Galley Kitchen Restaurant
and Bar.

80

16

N/A

8

BBQ, Fire Pit, Games Room – Table
Tennis, Movies, Board games, Bikes,
Canoes, 10 disability friendly bathrooms,
Self-cater kitchen, Commercial kitchen,
Dining area (30+).

21

20

Roaming & Lapel Microphones, Free
WIFI, lecterns, data projectors &
screens, portable plasma screens.

Casual Style Bistro, sports bar, cocktail
lounge, kids playground, swimming pool.

51

9

Overhead projector, catering.

Cafe Central Bistro.

N/A

12

Plenary room hire, arrival tea & coffee,
morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea
and a whiteboard, flipchart, internet
Wi-Fi, personal conference kit for each
delegate.

Sports bar, walking tracks, fitness
centre, golf, spa, heated spa,
tennis courts,bicycle hire, heated
swimming pool.

134

7

Microphone, Data projector, wireless
internet, Live audio & video streaming,
Breakout rooms.

Nature walks, wine tasting, yabbing,
discovery buggies, shuttle bus, Tennis
court, swimming pool, games pavilion,
restaurant, health & massage centre,
outdoor gym, lagoon for fishing & kayaks,
observatory deck.

45

19

1 1200 350 200 200

Wireless internet.

Aviation Museum, viewing deck,
Audio feed from control tower, Cafe.

N/A

20

Newcastle

1

400 100

Microphone, Free WiFi, data projectors.

Eat, drink, brewery tours,guided tastings,
parlour games, beer dinners, comedy
Nights, fortnightly trivia, jazz jams.

N/A

3

Fort Scratchley
Historic Site

Newcastle

2

246 200 150 150

Wired Microphones and Lectern,
Flipchart, Whiteboard and WIFI.
* fees apply for additional microphones,
hire of data projector unit, screen
Onsite caterers – Blue Star Catering
offers quality and affordable menu
options for your function, whatever the
catering requirements may be.

Located at the Fort Scratchley
Historic Site, overlooking the
entrance to Newcastle harbour,
guests of a function and event at
Fort Scratchley are able to explore
the Fort’s grounds, or even take
a guided tour of the underground
network of tunnels.

N/A

2

Harrigan’s Irish Pub &
Accommodation

Pokolbin

3

285 250 60 150

PA system & microphone, lectern, data
projector & screen, WiFi, flip charts and
whiteboard.
SIN G LE AC TIV ITY E V E N TS

Sports bar, pub, restaurant, swimming
pool, 600 metres – Hunter Valley
Gardens, aqua & mini golf, picnic area
with BBQ facilities, shopping village.

16

internet, conference phone.

60 100

40

100
800 800 672 530

1155 60

40

80

30

70

PHONE: 04 4886 6048 // EM AIL: ADAM @EAS TCOA ST X P E R I E N C E S. C OM . AU
HOM E

EVENTS

S INGL E ACTIVITY E VE NTS

‘Make your
next staff event
memorable!
Xmas is coming
up fast!’
T: +61 2 4943 7223

W: www.eastcoastXperiences.com.au

● Available all over NSW
● ‘Looking for a fresh approach to team building and work incentives’
● Available for all ages and fitness levels.
● Activity options available for small groups of 4 people, right up to
150 people.
● Dynamic activities that include Segway Seglympics, Laser Clay
Shooting, Archery, Giant Human Foosball Segway tours and more.
Plus numerous activity combinations.

4

C ORPORATE X GA ME S TOURN A ME N T

ABOUT

GALLERY

S EGWAY TOURS

VENUES

TE ST I M ON I A L S

48

C ON TAC T

6

HOM E / SI N GL E AC T I V I T Y E V E N T S

M U LT IP L E ACT IVIT Y E VE NTS
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Room Capacity
Banquet

Theatre

Cocktail

Max Area/M²

Location

Conference
rooms

Venues
Hunter Valley Hotel
Academy

Kurri Kurri

6

250 150 150

Electronic whiteboards, wireless microphone,
data projector, wireless internet, TV monitors
in larger rooms; whiteboards; Lecturn.

Newcastle City Hall

Newcastle

7

385 500 820 200

Wired Microphone and Lectern, Flipchart,
Whiteboard and WIFI. * fees apply for
additional microphones, hire of data projector
unit, screen. Onsite caterers – Blue Star
Catering offer quality and affordable menu
options for your function.

Newcastle Jockey Club

Broadmeadow

9

2240 1800 1500 750

Fully air conditioned and well-lit rooms;
Wireless Internet; Data Projector and Screen;
Lectern and Microphone; Whiteboard, Flip
chart & Markers; Notepads & Pens; Mints &
Iced Water.

Newcastle Museum

Newcastle

8

130 200 150 140

NEX Newcastle
Exhibition &
Convention Centre

Newcastle

4

1195 1500 1280 900

Quality Hotel NOAH'S
On the Beach

Newcastle

8

259 300 300 200

South Newcastle
Rugby League Club

Merewether

3

400 350 350 250

Complimentary WiFi, roving microphone,
projectors, built in & portable plasma TV
screens, whiteboards.

The Business Centre

Newcastle

2

112

Data projector, Wi-Fi, whiteboards, flipcharts,
lectern.

The Greenhouse
(Pacific Dunes)

Medowie

2

218 300 200 200

70

45

Accom. See
rooms page

Onsite
activities

Facilities

Break-out and outdoor areas for
team building; Winery tour and
tastings (in our on-site wine-making
facility); Aboriginal Learning
Circle, Licenced Cocktail Bar and
Restaurant; Café; Function facilities;
Outdoor bbq area.

26

8

N/A

2

N/A

11

PA, microphone,WiFi, stage, chairs, tables
Museum.
(screen & data projector unit available in
Theatrette). D'Vine Group Catering offer quality
and affordable menu options for your function.

N/A

2

Private bar & toilets, large dance floor (298m2),
inhouse PA, artists’ rooms, follow spot,
projection screen, digital projectors, huge
projection screens (3.5 x 15m total).

N/A

17

91

5

N/A

10

N/A

16

N/A

18

In house chef & catering; break
out spaces & bars; 1100+
complimentary parking spaces;
disabled & easy equipment access;
lawns and gardens.

Lectern, lectern microphone, roving microphone, Restaurant and cocktail bar.
Data projector, projector screen, wireless internet,
whiteboard, flipchart stand.

Data projector, screen, pa system, wireless
microphones, whiteboard, wifi.

Bistro, café, bar, gaming, sports
lounge, children’s activity area,
dedicated functions team.

Golf clinics & skills activities
hosted by Pacific Dunes. Vast,
grassed area available for hosted
activities, bathrooms, Change
rooms, Golf Course, Bar, Eatery,
Alfresco Dining, Golf Shop, Offstreet complimentary car parking.

N E W C A S T L E’S

FUNCTION
VENUE
8 flexible function rooms
All with spectacular views
Packages for up to 300 guests
For more information:

 (02) 4929 5181

Rooms with a

view!

 functions@noahsonthebeach.com.au

noahsonthebeach.com.au
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Supporting services
The Hunter Region is blessed with a wide variety of organisations that can provide services and expertise
to help make your event be a success.
Following are the service organisations that are featured in the 2016 Hunter Business Function Guide.

COMPANY

SERVICES

Abercrombie Management

Event management

15

D'Vine

Catering
Marquee Hire packages

18

East Coast Xperiences

Team building

4

Fordtronic Video & Sound

Audio - visual equipment
Delivery & setup
Operators/Technicians
Conference recording

14

Grinners Catering

Catering

21

Treetops Newcastle

Team Building

13

Harrigan's Irish Pub & Accommodation

PLANNING
A CONFERENCE OR CORPOR ATE FUNC TION

IN THE HUNTER VALLEY?

Harrigan's Boardroom

Harrigan’s Irish Pub & Accommodation provides a unique location in
the heart of the Hunter Valley Wine Country. We cater for up to 200
delegates for functions and accommodation and up to 60 delegates
for Conferencing with full day and half day packages available.
Harrigan’s can customise your event and can assist with your budget
needs. Please contact our Functions Team today for more information.

Harrigan’s Hall

Call 02 4998 4300
functions@harrigans.com.au
www.harrigans.com.au
Accommodation

6

PAGE

Oaks Cypress Lakes Resort
A full-service conferencing resort

Spread across 340 acres in the heart of the Hunter Valley, Oaks Cypress Lakes Resort offers a
fully integrated resort for your next conference. Blending spacious and perfectly appointed venues
with state-of-the art facilities, stunning natural backdrops, world-class leisure facilities and deluxe
onsite accommodation, Oaks Cypress Lakes Resort is the premier choice for all functions from
a small management retreat to a major brand launch, expo or conference of 1,000 people.
For more information or to arrange a site inspection contact
EV1Cypresslakes@theoaksgroup.com.au or call 02 4993 1806.

oakshotels.com
Oaks Cypress Lakes Resort
Cnr McDonalds and Thompsons Rd, Pokolbin NSW 2320 | P (02) 4993 1555
E: EV1Cypresslakes@theoaksgroup.com.au
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Organising a successful business event
Organising a successful business event is a major task
that requires good planning and a copious amount
of work. The disappointing aspect for the organiser is
that most attendees probably have no comprehension
of has much effort has been involved. Those without
function organising experience often think it is just
a matter of booking a venue and sending out the
invitations. The organisers are often not really thought
about unless there is a really big wow factor or if
something major goes wrong.
Every event is different and will have its own
requirements, however, the following general tips will
help you to achieve a successful event:
Getting help
There are a range of local organisations that can
help with your event, from helping with one aspect to
organising almost the entire event.
Even if you utilise an event planner, this does not
mean that you will have no responsibilities in the
planning stages. First and foremost you must have
good communications with the planner and ensure
both sides have a clear understanding of the type
of event, its aims, its parameters and its budget. The
event planner will also require input from you along the
way with necessary information and options requiring
a decision. These should be attended to promptly
but with due consideration. In the end the job an
event planner will do is largely dependent upon these
interactions with the client.

Cardiff RSL

Initial planning
The first task is to clearly define what you are trying to
achieve with the function. Finalise the type of event or
function it will be – launch, networking session, Christmas
party, exhibition, seminar, planning session etc. Next set
the budget available, including both revenue streams
(if applicable) and expenses. If it is a re-run of a similar
earlier event, these stages will be much easier.
Event budget
Set a budget at the start and monitor it as
organisations progress. It is usually best if you can
allocate some of the budget for unforeseen expenses as
these often occur.

Welcome back to

CARDIFF RSL CLUB
The Pride of the Community

Hunter Valley
Hotel Academy
The Hunter Valley Hotel Academy is renowned for its
facilities, professionalism and location. With superior
service it has everything you need to deliver an amazing
conference or function.

Cafe45
 Home of the Eastern Tiger Restaurant
 Function Rooms - Now taking bookings
 Free live weekend entertainment
 Café 45
 Outdoor Alfresco Area
 Weekend shuttle bus

Features include:
• Up to 150 seat conference rooms
• On site restaurant and café
• 4 star and cottage Accommodation on site
• Modern technology
• An onsite winery with Wine tasting and tours available
To book or enquire about this amazing location
please contact us:
(02) 4936 0341
hunter.hvha@tafensw.edu.au

45 Macquarie Road, Cardiff NSW 2285
www.cardiffrsl.com.au
PH: 02 4954 0766 / 02 4956 6627
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Date and venue
Much care must be taken when setting the date and
venue as they are not usually easy to change. When
considering the date take into account public and
school holidays, other major or competing events, staff
and equipment availability and any other issue that
may restrict the timing.
The length of the event should be estimated with
some care – too little time will result in the function
being rushed, too much time and the attendees are
likely to be bored. Either outcome can spoil the desired
outcomes.
When you are considering location you will want to
keep in mind the following:
• Room capacity – remember to include space for
speeches and presentations, traffic areas and
meeting/networking space.

Risk management
Create a risk management plan and ensure any
appropriate insurance is in place and current. Create
a contingency plan for factors outside of your direct
control on the day.

• Lighting – make sure it is suitable for each stage of
the event, for example networking, dining, speeches
and presentations.
• Parking - is there adequate parking? Will guests have
to pay for parking? How far will they have to walk
from the parking area to the event?
• Electrical supply – particularly important for
exhibitions or when there is a heavy electricity need.
• Internet access – almost mandatory for exhibitions
• Accommodation – if some guests are staying
overnight, is there suitable accommodation
available at the venue or close-by?

MEET@
C AV E S B E A C H S I D E

90 MINUTES NORTH OF SYDNEY | LUXURY ACCOMMODATION

RESIDENTIAL CONFERENCING | LUXURY SUITES & SELF CONTAINED ACCOMMODATION | AWARD WINNING CUISINE | TEAM BUILDING
CAVES BEACHSIDE IS A LUXURY PROPERTY LOCATED ONLY 90 MINUTES NORTH OF SYDNEY. WITH STATE OF THE ART CONFERENCE FACILITIES AND LUXURY ACCOMMODATION
FOR UP TO 90 GUESTS, CAVES BEACHSIDE IS THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR YOUR NEXT CONFERENCE OR COMPANY RETREAT. BOOK YOUR RESIDENTIAL CONFERENCE WITH CAVES
BEACHSIDE AND YOU WILL RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY 2 NIGHT STAY FOR 2 PEOPLE IN ONE OF OUR LUXURY BEACH SUITES OVERLOOKING THE SHORES OF CAVES BEACH.

WWW.CAVESBEACHSIDEHOTEL.COM.AU | P +61 2 4980 9999 | E EVENTS@CAVESBEACHSIDE.COM
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Timeline
Prepare a project timeline with specific tasks that must
be accomplished by specific dates.
These may include:
• When to announce the event
• Preparation of promotional material
• Selection of caterer and menu
• Selection of entertainment
• Selection of decorations
• Organisation of audio-visual needs
• Selection of accommodation, if needed
• Organisation of insurance or permits as required
• Preparation of a contingency plan for the event
• Organisation of transportation if necessary
• Organisation of marketing and signage, if required
• Organisation of security (if appropriate)
• Selection and confirmation of speakers
• Finalisation of program
• Confirmation of attendees
• Preparation of event material
• Preparation of name badges
• Preparation of materials to be shipped to event location
• Organising set up

Souths is centrally located in Merewether, only five
minutes from the Newcastle CBD and surrounding
beaches. We offer three well-appointed function spaces,
complimentary use of our built-in AV equipment, Wi-Fi
and plenty of onsite parking. Plus we have a café, bistro
and Lions Bar featuring local wines and boutique beer, so
there’s no need to go anywhere else.
Catering for all types of functions including weddings,
parties, formals, and corporate events our meeting rooms
are designed to hold small training seminars for 10 to sit
down dinners for 300. We pride ourselves on offering
quality, value and the flexibility to cater to your event
needs, requirements and budget. Our large selection
of catering options, complimented by our premium
beverage packages, set us apart from the competition.
For further information or to arrange a site inspection
please contact our dedicated functions staff on
02 4902 7600 or enquiries@southleagues.com.au.

www.southleagues.com.au
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At the event
The better the planning and preparation, the better
the chance that all will go smoothly on the day. Often
it won’t go exactly to plan, but often the attendees will
be unaware. Try to stay calm, even if there are a few
hiccups, and finally try to enjoy yourself.
After the event
When the event is finished you will need to remove
equipment and possibly rubbish from the venue.
Depending upon the nature of the event, sponsors
and participants may be thanked and possibly given
a questionnaire for feedback. In the days following the
event have a debrief session on the event, covering
the successful aspects as well as those that could have
been improved. If appropriate, a report on the event
can be sent to participants and sponsors. Plans for future
events can also be included.
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Effective team building activities
Many businesses organise activities for their staff in an
effort to build a more effective team, as a reward and
to increase job satisfaction. If they are poorly organised,
however, these activities can fail to produce these
outcomes and even dampen morale if it is seen as just a
work obligation.
The following tips will help you with planning your team
building activities.
Set goals and a budget. What is the purpose? Is it
to celebrate a significant business accomplishment,
reward staff, let staff get to know each other better
without work pressures, help staff see the ”bigger
picture” or some other purpose? The activity needs to
be selected to meet the goals and keep within budget.
Select an activity suitable for your whole team. If
you have less active members, it is not a great idea
to organise anything too strenuous. Don’t select an
activity that is likely to have an extreme range in
abilities. Don’t let the activity be overly competitive –
you can have winners if you want, but make sure that
others don’t feel like losers.
Pick a convenient time. Employees will be most
receptive to an activity that is during work hours and
does not interfere with their personal time. When
scheduling the activity, keep your employees' schedules
and personal obligations in mind. If you have employees

IF YOU CAN IMAGINE IT...
WE CAN HOST IT.
Newcastle Jockey Club’s Function and Events Centre
offers unrivalled conference and event facilities in the
heart of Newcastle. Set on an expansive landscape of
manicured lawns, the venue specialises in corporate
conferences, product launches, gala dinners and in
particular public and trade exhibitions.

FEATURES:
• Ability to host events for 10 to
10,000 guests
• More than 8 separate function rooms
• Specialise in public and trade
exhibitions
• Over 800 free car parking spaces
• Experienced and professional staff

PH 02 4961 1573 | EVENTS@NJC.COM.AU | NJC.COM.AU
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with children in day care or school, make sure that the
team-building day does not interfere with their pick-up
schedule or require them to plan additional childcare.
Ease work pressures. Make sure that you reduce the
employees' workload that typically gets done during the
scheduled team-building time so that they do not have
to work nights or weekends to get their jobs done. You
may need to hire temporary staff. Take into account
the downtime when setting schedules and targets.
Consider help. Ask possible venues for tips, what has
worked before etc. You can even consider hiring an
external professional to organise the whole or some of
the activities.
Don’t forget travel time. You may find a great location,
but staff may not be happy if they have to travel an
extra hour or two each way. If you are really set on a
location a little more distant, consider hiring a mini-bus
and also use the travel time effectively.
Provide food. No one is happy if they are hungry or if
finding something to eat is a chore.
Don’t be boring. Don’t bore staff with speeches or
work-related talks. The best activities are those a bit
different, not something many of the staff do on a
regular basis. Consider special challenges.
Encourage staff to mix. Forget about staff hierarchy.
Make all staff feel like they are on an equal footing. If
you have a large number of staff consider nametags
with just their first name. If the activity involves teams, try
to have teams comprise of staff members that normally
don’t work closely.
Get post-event feedback. After the event, have
employees provide anonymous feedback on the team
building day. By knowing what your employees liked
and disliked about the event, you can better plan
team-building activities in the future. If you planned the
day for a specific reason, evaluate the outcome after
the event.

The perfect venue
for your next
professional meeting
or conference

CONTACT
US
NOW

Central Charlestown Leagues Club
8 Bula Street Charlestown NSW 2290
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Variety of
function spaces
available
02 4943 6622
www.centralleagues.com.au

Reach NEW business
heights in the treetops!
RECEIVE A 10%

DISCOUNT!
Conditions apply*

NEWCASTLE

TreeTop Adventure Park provides a tailored
corporate experience, offering day or night
opportunities for an amazing and unforgettable
team building adventure.
For a rewarding and challenging time bring your team
to this unique eco-friendly attraction in the treetops.

• Perfect team building activity
• 2 to 3 hours of fun
• Over 100 challenges +
20 flying foxes
• No special ability or fitness
required
• Catering available on site

TreeTops.com.au
Located in Blue Gum Hills Regional Park, Minmi. 5mins from the M1.
*Applies to TreeTop Adventure Park Adult tickets at TreeTops Newcastle only. Online bookings only. Use the code HBFG16 to receive a 10% discount,
offer expires 31 March 2017. Terms & conditions apply including minimum age/weight see website for details. Not Valid during NSW school holidays.
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Hosting an international conference in Newcastle
Cassie Mackay
Abercrombie Management
Recently, Newcastle hosted the 9th International
Conference on Environmental Catalysis from 11 – 13
July 2016. The conference attracted 290 delegates
and over 50 accompanying partners, of which 90%
were international travellers, who were mostly first-time
visitors to Australia and the Greater Hunter region. The
city received an economic benefit of $360,000 over this
3-day event.
How did Newcastle secure this conference?
A Professor from the University of Newcastle first
approached the Newcastle Business Events for their
assistance with preparing a bid to host the conference
in Newcastle. The city was up against Sydney, and this
would be the first time the conference had ever visited
Australia. The Newcastle Business Events Team offers a
number of free services, and by the University utilising
these services and relationships with local suppliers,
Newcastle was successful in the bid for the conference.
Shortly after Newcastle was named the host city, the
Professor contacted a number of local professional
conference organisers (PCO) and appointed
Abercrombie Management. The Abercrombie
Management Team offers a number of services for
business events including part and full conference
management locally, nationally and internationally.

Based in Newcastle, the Conference Director worked
closely with the University for over two years to ensure
its successful delivery. Although the company organises
events throughout Australasia, they love running events
in Newcastle, where they can contract and work
with local professionals and operators in delivering a
world class business event which in turn showcases this
wonderful city.
The conference was held at Newcastle City Hall
and using Civic Theatre for the main plenary due to
the works being completed on the City Hall site. As
Newcastle’s pseudo conference centre, the venue
can easily accommodate a 300 pax conference with
multiple concurrent sessions and space for a trade
exhibition. Bluestar catering ensured the food was
suitable for all cultures and the delegates couldn’t stop
raving about the food. Working within a construction
site, the team at the venue ensured they went above
and beyond to service the client and are a real asset to
the venue. We can’t wait to see this venue back up and
running to its full capacity.
Fordtronic Video and Sound were contracted to
deliver all of the AV and sound onsite. The team delivers
every single time and know the venue like the back
of their hand. The team is extremely professional and
work directly with the presenters to ensure they have
everything ready to go as required. The team can work
on or offsite, and truly make delivering a conference of
this scale with so many concurrent sessions (5 in total)
extremely simple.
A number of social functions were held offsite including
the welcome reception at Newcastle Museum, the
gala dinner at Noah’s on the Beach, a board meeting
at Customs House, a restaurant night at multiple sites
including Silo, Six Degrees and the Happy Wombat and
a closing function at Queens Wharf Brewery for one
last local beer. All of the venues assisted in showcasing
Newcastle on an international scale.

International Conference on
Environmental Catalysis 2016
Sharon Lesley Photography
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International Conference on
Environmental Catalysis 2016

Sharon Lesley Photography

Newcastle has a range of accommodation options
and accommodation blocks were arranged by
Abercrombie Management. This allowed the PCO
to offer all delegates a number of special rates
across the city, with the majority taking up this offer.
However, a few of the delegates who had booked
accommodation direct or through booking sites such
as Expedia, had trouble with the accommodation
not being what was represented to them online. In
future, we’d suggest really pushing your delegates to
recommended accommodation to ensure they enjoy
their visit to Newcastle.
Abercrombie Management continues to work with the
University and the Newcastle Business Events Team to
bring business events to Newcastle. They are more than
happy to offer free advice or assistance during the early
planning stages of your event to help shape its direction.
Many people believe they can deliver a business event
on their own, but with the assistance of a PCO you will
have peace of mind that your event will be delivered to
the highest standard and without incident.
For more information, please contact
info@abercrombiemanagement.com.au

Cassie Mackay has worked in
the events industry for six years in
Sydney and Newcastle primarily
focused on marketing Newcastle
as a business events destination as
she spent a number of years working
for the Newcastle Convention
Bureau and the Newcastle Tourism
Industry Group. Cassie is currently
working as the Marketing Officer for
Maitland City Council, along with
Marketing Manager for Abercrombie
Management and Façon Australia.

The
business
events
specialist for
the Greater
Hunter
Region

If you have
the idea for an
event, we have
the experience
and relationships
to bring it all
together.
@AbercrombiEvent
for event tips

P: 0418 283 397
E: nikki@abercrombiemanagement.com.au

www.abercrombiemanagement.com.au
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Presenting at a business function
A presentation by one or more people is the primary
function of many business functions. Making a
presentation that is of interest to the audience and also of
value to the presenting organisation can be a difficult task.
The following tips are designed to help:
• Venue – Ensure you have an appropriate venue.
Make sure there is an appropriate sound system
and other facilities that may be required, such as
a data projector. The room should be comfortably
large enough, but not too large or it will feel empty.
Reasonably comfortable seating should be available
in sufficient quantity for attendees, but not so many
that most are unused. The temperature should also
be comfortable.
• Preparing the presentation – One of the keys to a
good presentation is preparation. The presentation
should be kept short and to the point. Long
company or personal histories may be of interest
to you but are likely to bore much of the audience.
Apart from very short presentations, it is often good
to use a data projector where useful, but don’t
overdo it. Projected images should be readable by
all visitors, even at the back. Projected data,
video or audio are also a good way to break up
the presentation and maintain audience interest. A
sprinkling of humour and a human touch now and
then never goes astray. If it will be a longer

presentation, it is advisable to mix up the oral and
electronic presentations so that each portion is easily
digested by the audience. A presentation rehearsal
works well for many people to ensure you are
properly prepared. If there is going to be a question
time then make sure that you are prepared to
answer them.
• On the day – Arrive at the venue with plenty of
time to spare and have the sound system and data
projector/computer tested and ready to go. There is
nothing worse for both the audience and the
presenter than a presentation beginning with
an equipment problem. Some people are natural
born speakers, whilst others find it very difficult. When
delivering the presentation try to present in a calm
manner but with enthusiasm. If there is a question
time then answer concisely and don’t let it drag on.
Inform the audience that you are also happy to talk
after the presentation. If appropriate, gather forms
or contact information from the audience.
• After the presentation – Review how the presentation
went. Were there any problems or ways you could
do better? If the same presentation will be used
again then think of ways to improve it. If there are
people to contact following the presentation, ensure
it is done in a timely manner.

Training and Meeting Room Hire
Your professional and affordable function solution
Located at 265 King Street, in the heart of Newcastle, our
versatile function and meeting rooms are perfect for your next training
session, networking event, conference or meeting.

Large Training Room
For your training session
or conference, seats up
to 45 people theatre style

MEET BY THE SEA
p 02 4925 7700

Small Training Room
For Board meetings and
smaller presentations
for up to 12 people

Meeting Rooms

Suitable for up to 4 people
for off-site meetings,
interviews or consultations

Training and Meeting
Contact us to see how we Room
can help make
your event a success
Hire
e info@businesscentre.com.au w www.businesscentre.com.au

Your professional and affordable solution

Located in the heart of Newcastle at
265 King Street, our versatile function
and
meeting rooms are perfect for your
Developing business by developing
people
CONFERENCE AT ANCHORAGE PORT STEPHENS
next training session, networking event,
Host your next conference at a seaside venue like no other.
conference or meeting.
Anchorage Port Stephens is a world-class boutique property. Perfectly
located 30 minutes from Newcastle Airport and 21/2 hr drive north of Sydney.

p 02 4925 7700 e info@businesscentre.com.au w wwwbusinesscentre.com.au

For further information on our conference
packages and menus, please contact us.
Meetings@anchorageportstephens.com.au
anchorageportstephens.com.au
+61 2 4984 0327
Corlette Point Road, Corlette NSW 2315

Contact us to see how we can help you make your event a success

Developing business by developing people
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Newcastle Exhibition and Conference Centre launched
The next big thing in Newcastle’s urban transformation
was unveiled on 23 July when the inner city’s largest
exhibition and conference facility NEX (Newcastle
Exhibition and Conference Centre) opened.
The facility was launched to fanfare and celebration
with the Kids with cancer charity Giggle Ball.
NEX has been developed by The Wests Group after
purchasing the former Newcastle Panthers club last
year. The upper level of the club has been transformed
into NEX, while the ground level has become Wests City.
NEX has been designed with the flexability to host
conventions, exhibitions, entertainment weddings or
events from intimate to grand. It can cater for 2,400
people in the main auditorium with more than 2500 sqm
of floor space and an imposing stage. Smaller spaces
will allow for more boutique events and shows to be
staged in purpose-designed areas. NEX has three state
of-the-art conference and exhibition spaces complete
with cutting-edge technology.
“The venue addresses the serious lack of large
conferencing facilities in the Newcastle CBD area,”
Wests Group CEO Philip Gardner said.
“We anticipate NEX will become an unrivalled
exhibition, convention and entertainment destination for
world-class events right in the heart of the city.”
NEX features include contemporary designs, flexible
spaces and cutting-edge technology all combining to
make NEX the obvious choice for touring superstars, event
organisers, corporate groups and wedding planners.
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Engaging your audience
We have all been to business functions that failed to
engage the audience. They were too long or just plain
boring and had attendees watching the clock or even
making excuses to leave early.
When organising a business event you can fall into
the trap of putting so much effort into the purpose
of the event and the logistics that you forget about
the most important people, the attendees – keeping
them engaged and providing them with a positive
experience.
Each event is different, but the following tips should be
remembered when you plan an event:
(1) Always keep attendees in mind – The event may
well have some very serious messages to get
across but to ensure the audience remains
engaged you must organise the event from their
point of view. This may sound blatantly obvious but
is still often forgotten and must be one of the key
aspects of organising.
(2) Make attendees feel welcome – Upon arrival, it
should be clear where attendees should go. If
applicable, signs or welcoming people should
direct attendees. Upon arrival at the room or
location there should be people welcoming them.
Light refreshments are often good at this stage.
(3) Run on time – Business people are busy people.
The last thing you want is to make them feel like

they are wasting time waiting for an event to
commence or stressed because the event is
running overtime and clashing with other activities
on their schedule. Networking time at the start
is often useful for some attendees but you should
be upfront with the attendees about any
networking time and the commencement of the
more official parts of the event.
(4) Keep presentations short and sharp – The reality
is that most attendees to a business event are
not interested in the fine details of your
organisation or the same message repeated
by multiple presenters. Keep speeches short and
to the point, focusing on the key points, but with
an open invitation for attendees to obtain
additional information. It is also often well
worthwhile to have some printed information
available, particularly if media representatives
are present. For awards ceremonies consider if
every recipient really needs an acceptance
speech and ensure that any acceptance
speeches are short.
(5) Entertain attendees – The event may well have
a very serious purpose but you need to entertain
the attendees. This provides them with a more
positive overall experience and can keep them
in a more receptive frame of mind for your

THE

GREEN
HOUSE

eatery

bar

events

The region’s newest & largest
destination for
dining, socialising & events.
02 4916 0500
Huntingdale Place, Medowie

www.greenhouseeatery.com.au
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message. Sometimes event organisers fear
that entertainment may trivialise any messages
they are trying to get across but properly
organised entertainment can enhance attendee
receptiveness and provide them with a more
positive opinion of your organisation.
Entertainment may take many forms, from
keynote speakers to music to comedians to
magicians and much more.
(6) Create a theme – For major events, organisers can
consider creating a theme. This will make the
whole experience more enjoyable and also allow
attendees to join in.
(7) Provide breaks – For longer events ensure that
frequent breaks are scheduled for attendees to
have a refreshment, visit toilets, talk with others,
check on emails or contact the office. This also
helps attendees to maintain their attention levels.
(8) Provide attendees with a positive ending to the
event – Make sure that attendees have a positive
ending to the event. Ensure they are thanked and
consider a small gift if applicable. Also ensure that
key members of the organisation are available
to meet with attendees who wish to make personal
contact or have additional queries.

The Ultimate
Business Escape...
A MOUNTAIN TOP WILDERNESS TO INSPIRE

Unique
multi-award
winning
mountaintop
resort
a choice
of meeting
locations
to suit
your group
and
Featuring
a new state
of the
art meeting
andwith
function
centre
with audio
visual
equipment
to size
stage
budget,
including
the recently
completed
Place, aintegrate
state of the
art meeting
and function
hybrid events
using
live audio
or videoCorroboree
streamingMeeting
to seamlessly
remote
participants.
centre
with audio
visual
to stage
hybrid
events
using including
live audio and
to seamlessly
The centre
is sited
just equipment
a stones throw
from
all the
facilities
the video
Resortstreaming
Reception,
Bistro and
integrate remote participants. It is conveniently located only a stone’s throw from the Resort’s Reception,
Observatory
Deck.
team spirit
Bistro,
Yackatoon
Bar,Build
Observatory
Deckwith
and locations
Day Spa. ranging from mountaintop to rainforest.

Feel confident that over 300 conferences have already been staged at this breathtaking destination.
Please call or email us to receive an information kit and then organise an inspection.

CALL OR EMAIL TODAY TO DISCOVER HOW WE CAN TAKE YOUR NEXT EVENT TO NEW HEIGHTS

Summer Hill Road, Vacy, HUNTER REGION, NSW
Ph:02 4938 8233 E:enquiry@eaglereach.com.au

www.eaglereach.com.au
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Sustainable design features at
the Greenhouse

A conference centre with
a difference

The recently opened Greenhouse, located within
The Golf & Country Club at Pacific Dunes, has been
designed to be one of the most environmentallysustainable buildings in the Port Stephens region.
The environmentally sustainable design features of the
building significantly reduce energy consumption and
long term operational costs of the facility. The following
ESD initiatives have been incorporated into the building:
• The building air conditioning system has a
geothermal heat pump system, involving the use of
80 m deep bores, that deliver an approximately 60%
saving in energy use compared to conventional
systems
• Pool heating and hot water for the building is also
linked to the geothermal system
• A 30 kW Solar photovoltaic system linked to an
onsite energy storage system is being utilised to
offset building energy usage
• Energy-efficient lighting
• Increased wall and roof/ceiling insulation
• The use of high performance glazing systems
• The use of efficient fixtures and fittings to reduce
water consumption.

Recently opened, the Catalina Conference Centre is a
multipurpose, single level facility, located on the waterfront
at Rathmines on picturesque Lake Macquarie. The centre
has an old world charm and is part of the historic WWII
RAAF Catalina Flying Boat Base, with part of the building
being the original, heritage listed, RAAF Base Hospital.
The centre contains a fully equipped conference room
and smaller meeting rooms, a commercial kitchen and
dining area with lake front views and accommodation
for up to 50 people. With a large yard and BBQ area, and
surrounded by extensive parklands and walkways, the
opportunities for recreational activities and team building
are almost unending. Other local activities include bowls,
golf and Disc golf.
The Catalina Conference Centre provides a unique venue for:
• Business conferences and seminars
• Day and weekend programs
• Staff development
• Team building
• Offsite meetings
• Training programs / workshops
Catalina Conference Centre is operated by the
charitable enterprise, Disability Life Enrichment, and has
a goal of providing a venue which is equipped to meet
the needs of any with a disability where they, and their
families can meet with others, develop new friendships
and enjoy life. The aim is to encourage social inclusion,
with the facilities at the centre being purpose built to be
disability friendly. The centre is working with other service
providers in the area to make full use of the venue. Some of
the activities include kids camps and day programs, family
retreats, respite care.
As a business organisation, utilising the Catalina
Conference Centre for team activities will help fund
activities for those in the community with a disability. The
Centre is also interested in forming additional relationships
with organisations with a passion for supporting charities
and making a difference to those with a disability.

Further expansion for TreeTops
TreeTops Newcastle has expanded its facilities with two new
levels at the kid’s course area which brings the whole kids
area up to four levels, and now can accommodate more
children for each 2 hour session.
Some of the levels are low to the ground which are great for
parents to hold the hands of their young or nervous children,
where others are much higher for the brave children.

Unique
[yoo-neek]
existing as the only one

ﬁghterworld
Make your next function truly memorable
4965 1810
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Offsite meetings? Staff training?
Team building? Accommodation?
For more information contact us.
Email: info@catalinacc.com.au
Mobile: 0402 460 000
www.catalinacc.com.au

Your mobile Caterer servicing
Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Port Stephens, Central Coast
& the Hunter with pride.

Mobile Cate
with full
uniformed s
for any even
Gluten Free,
Vegetarian, Halal
Large or Sm
and Coeliac menus
Formal Wed
are our specialty
to casual Fa
Gatherings
can make y
Your mobile
Mobile caterers with full uniformed
a succ
service for any event, party
large or small.
Caterer servicing
Formal weddings to casual family
gatherings we can make your
party a success.

Newcastle, Lake
Corporate
Macquarie, Port
Events
GLUTEN FREE • VEGETARIAN • HALAL & COELIAC MENUES
Stephens, Central
CORPORATE EVENTS • SCHOOLS • COCKTAILS PARTIES
Coast & the Hunter
Schools
P: 4959 1328 M: 0417 696 323 E: carolyn@grinnerscatering.com.au
with pride.
www.grinnerscatering.com.au
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National property sentiment falls
The ANZ Property Council Survey released in July has found that
confidence is at its lowest level in over three years. The survey was
conducted in June and is the largest sentiment survey of its kind with
almost 1,600 respondents.
“The uncertainty created by the longest election campaign in half a
century, and recent state government decisions to increase property
taxes are taking a toll,” said Ken Morrison, Chief Executive of the
Property Council of Australia.
“We are seeing significant negative shifts in sentiment in NSW,
Queensland and Western Australia. We are seeing a strong positive
move in sentiment in South Australia. There is a clear correlation
between this improvement in outlook in South Australia and the
aggressive approach of the Weatherill Government in lowering
property taxes.
“We are seeing the forward work schedules in NSW,
Queensland, Western Australia and the ACT come off the high
level of previous quarters.
“While all sectors are reporting net positive expectations for
construction, there is concern about the trend in residential
construction. In residential construction, we have witnessed a
downward shift in sentiment of 36.5 points over the past 12 months.
“Nationwide, expectation for capital growth in residential property
are neutral. However, the state by state differences are pronounced.
Expectations are positive in all jurisdictions except Western Australia.
However, it should be noted that we are witnessing significant falls in
expectations in Victoria and Queensland.
“All jurisdictions recorded expectations of lower interest rates in the
coming 12 months.
“However, the sector is feeling the impact of a tightening in lending
conditions by the banks and all states are reporting strong falls in
expectations of debt finance, with the exception of SA.
“The Baird Government is the only state government with net
positive performance. The survey was taken prior to the State
Budget which dramatically increased property taxes on foreign
investors.
“The survey reports a dramatic worsening in business confidence
in the Queensland Government and a further improvement in the
performance of the South Australian Government.
“Businesses also reported positive expectations for state
economic growth in NSW, Victoria, South Australia and the ACT.
South Australia moved back into positive expectations. Western
Australia has negative but improving expectations for growth and

Queensland shifted from positive to negative territory.
“The survey, taken before the federal election, found that 35%
believed the most critical issue facing the Federal Government was
economic growth. This was followed by cities and infrastructure 24%,
tax reform 19% and housing affordability 17%.”

Solar savings for new homebuyers
In an Australian first, new homebuyers are set to save up to $1,500
per year on electricity bills thanks to the inclusion of a solar energy
and battery storage system provided at no extra cost by Mojo Homes.
Mojo Homes has display homes in the Hunter Harvest Chisholm and
Homeworld Thornton and is backed by the MJH Group.
The Bradford Solar ChargePack includes a Tesla Powerwall and
is linked with a state-of-the-art solar panel system, which will be
installed in every new Premium home built by Mojo Homes. The
system holds enough energy to help power the average home
through the evening.
Mojo Homes CEO Mark Vassallo said partnering with CSR Bradford
and Tesla Energy to provide the technology allowed the company to
offer a product not available elsewhere within Australia.
“As an innovative new homebuilder in the market, we identified
a significant gap within the industry in providing consumers with
renewable energy options for their homes,” Mr Vassallo said.
“The Bradford Solar ChargePack Optimal offer not only provides
savings on increasing electricity bills but also decreases our
customers environmental footprint,” Mr Vassallo said.
CSR Bradford Executive General Manager, Anthony Tannous said
Mojo Homes is an out-of-the-box thinking homebuilder striving
to do things differently.
“We saw great synergy in Mojo Homes’ philosophy and our
determination to bring renewable energy options to every home
within Australia,” Mr Tannous said.
“Our product includes a Tesla Powerwall, solar panels and
SolarEdge inverter with monitoring, all of which help consumers
increase energy savings and manage and reduce their daily
energy consumption.
“We see this offer as a great initiative for an organisation within
the home building industry, but the two big winners from this
offer are customers and the environment,” Mr Tannous said.
The typical Australian house consumes around 21 kWh of
electricity per day and the Tesla Powerwall is capable of storing
6.4 kWh, which is enough to help cater to an average homes
evening energy use.

Experience • Knowledge • Service
These three simple things set us apart as the Industry leaders. For more than 21 years we have
been the trusted choice for property professionals and owners. In that time we have developed the
knowledge and expertise to handle strata and community title management with a level of service
that sets the standard for others to follow.

Lake Group Strata. Industry leaders with proven experience.
P
4387

4942 3305 A 34 Smith St, Charlestown W lakegroupstrata.com.au

Strata & Community Title Property Managers

Newcastle • Lake Macquarie • Myall Lakes • Hunter Valley
AUGUST 2016

|
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Final stage of former steelworks
site remediation up for tender

SMF investors purchase
Rutherford property

The Hunter Development Corporation (HDC) has called for
tenders for construction works for the remediation of the final 52
hectare parcel of the former BHP steelworks site, Mayfield.
HDC General Manager Bob Hawes said the completion of the
work would constitute a huge achievement and a significant
milestone in the region’s history.
“This massive remediation task has taken a decade and cost in
the order of $87 million to date,” Mr Hawes said.
“The funding comes from a fund set up by BHP when it handed
the site over to the State in 2004.
“This tender is for the construction works required to remediate
the final 52 hectare parcel of the site, meaning the entire 152
hectare site will have been remediated to meet Environment
Protection Authority (EPA) requirements and to allow re-use of
this strategic site.
“We aim to complete the entire remediation task by mid-2017
after which the site’s future development can commence.
“Future development will need to be considered within the
context of the site’s industrial zoning and the long term lease of
the Port which occupies the adjacent 90 hectare port-side and 10
hectare Intermodal parts of the site.”
HDC previously completed remediation works to 90 hectares of
direct waterfront land, equivalent to an area covering 150 football
fields, and the 10 hectare Intermodal zone.
This work has involved large scale contouring and capping and
the installation of extensive drainage and other infrastructure.
The Corporation’s work is being carried out on behalf of the
State under a Voluntary Remediation Agreement with the
Environment Protection Authority.
The final construction contract will involve major civil works,
including some demolition, bulk earthworks, importation of fill
and capping materials, and associated major drainage works.

A quality industrial unit at 2/22 Bradmill Avenue, Rutherford has
recently been purchased by a local group of SMF investors whose
company’s support the mining industry in the Hunter Valley.
The property was ideally located to take advantage of the
close proximity to the major transport highway leading to the
mining region, along with encompassing the required business
specifications, including; mezzanine storage level, Hebel panel
construction, shopfront entry, air conditioned office, ample onsite
parking, street appeal and fully fitted out.
The sale was facilitated by Tony Cant Real Estate.
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HBR property
Raine & Horne
Commercial sales
Raine & Horne Commercial has reported a
number of significant recent transactions
in the Hunter

Suite 30/19 Bolton Street, Newcastle
has been leased for $26,000 pa + OGs +
GST. It is described as a vogue style office
suite in the heart of the CBD.
GREEN HILLS

EOI

Cnr King & Howard Streets, Warners Bay
was sold for $8,000,000. The potential
development site includes seven lots
totalling approximately 5,101 sqm.
Unit 3/5 Paddock Place, Rutherford – a
brand new industrial warehouse unit - has
been sold for $310,000 + GST

3a & 3b/12 Belford Place, Cardiff was
sold for $715,000 as a going concern. It
features two tenancies, a steel framed
colour bond building with offices, and
ample onsite car parking.

20 Hartley Drive, Thornton has been
leased for $65,000 pa + OGs + GST. It
consists of a high clearance warehouse
with two-storey office.

First Floor/826 Hunter Street, Newcastle
West has been leased for $31,000 pa +
OGS + GST. The renovated air-conditioned
office had fitout included.

LETS US KNOW
ABOUT YOUR
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Shop 3/4a Garnett Road, East Maitland
has been leased for $36,500 pa + OGs
+ GST. The property is a showroom in a
popular shopping village

444-448 Hunter Street, Newcastle
has been sold as a growing concern
$1,550,000. Opposite the new University
NeW Space development, it features
two tenancies with annual net return of
$97,266.

MULTI TENANCY INVESTMENT WITH
EXCELLENT RETURNS IN PRIME LOCATION
Never to be repeated opportunity!
Central Green Hills location on corner block and opposite
Stockland’s major re-development site.
• Major growth area of the Maitland LGA
• Fully tenanted property with plenty of on-site parking
• Returning approx. $350,000pa Nett
• 8 tenants
• All excellent lease terms
• Long term tenants
• Potential future development upside to this property
EOI Closes at 3pm on Friday 12 August 2016
Please call Michael Maffey on
(0438) 049 366 now to obtain full Information
Memorandum & to arrange your inspection.

MAITLAND

EOI

HISTORICAL 1888 LANDMARK BUILDING
“CENTENNIAL HOUSE” & BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
“History never repeats”
Your ownership of this beautifully restored historical landmark
comes with a strong cashflow from numerous sources and a
place to live.
This is a 3-in-1 purchase proposition!
• Boarding House income from 15 rooms
• Excellent occupancy rates
• Lease to Cafe until 31 July 2017
• Passing Income - approx. $125,000pa
• Fully licenced to operate as boarding house
• Owner occupy the top floor with atrium views over
Maitland and surrounds
EOI Closes 3pm on Friday 19 August 2016
Please call Michael Maffey on (0438) 049 366 to obtain
the Information Memorandum & EOI documnet.

CESSNOCK

FOR LEASE

$78,000PA NETT + GST

CENTRAL CESSNOCK OFFICE LOCATION
OVER 2 LEVELS
Perfect investment for the small SMSF fund.
Quality exudes in this property.
• Two levels of open plan and individual office spaces
• Training room
• Freshly painted and fresh carpet
• Air conditioned on separate controls for each floor
• 8 m street frontage
• Sliding automatic front door for disability access
• Strategically located in the hub of Cessnock’s busy
professional hub
• Rear verandah
• Alarmed premises
• Built in 1924 with 2016 appeal
Please call Michael Maffey on (0438) 049 366 now to
arrange your inspection of this fine building.
Phone: 4933 6299

www.tonycant.com.au
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HBR new appointments
WEBER ARCHITECTS

PROSPERITY ADVISERS GROUP

Registered Architect, Tim Hayes
has been appointed Associate
Director at Webber Architects. Tim
has extensive experience working in
the industry and expertise in project
managing small and large scale
residential projects, master planning,
heritage, and commercial projects
in the education, health, aged care,
childcare, and industrial sectors. Tim
leads a project team and is a member
of our senior management team.

Prosperity Advisers Group has grown
its financial services practice with the
appointment of Luke Styles. Luke
has over five years’ experience in the
financial services industry, specialising
in personal insurance advice for retail
clients, and more recently developing
a strong focus and keen interest in
wealth management strategies. Luke
is heavily involved in developing,
coaching and guiding his clients to
achieve their goals and objectives.

WEA HUNTER
Brian Doyle OAM has been appointed
as a Director of the WEA Hunter Board.
Brian is a former owner/partner of
Turnbull Hill Lawyers of Charlestown
and was recently awarded the Medal
of Australia for his service to the law
and his community. He has more
than five decades experience as
a lawyer and is well known for his
tireless charity work for organisations
including Life Education, Hunter
Youth Mentoring Collaborative and
the Hunter Academy of Sport.

performHR

LEAH JAY

performHR has welcomed Karen
Ansen to the team. Karen brings a
wealth of knowledge to her role of
Employee Relations Specialist, and has
a strong belief in a holistic approach
to workplace issues. With over 15
years’ experience in both Workplace
Law and Employee Relations, Karen
is an expert on the legal principles
that govern employer-employee
relationships, including the Fair Work
Act, Workplace Health and Safety
Laws, counselling and mediation.

Leah Jay has appointed Senior
Property Manager, Michelle McLean,
to oversee their Belmont and Warners
Bay offices. Michelle has worked in
Property Management for 18 years,
predominantly in Sydney but has lived
and worked in the Newcastle area
since 2012. Michelle has managed
teams across agencies and locations,
and for the past 14 years she has
been a committee member of the REI
Property Management Chapter.

DIAMOND ICT
Samantha Cordell has joined Diamond
ICT as Marketing Manager. Having
previously worked for Intel, Microsoft,
Cisco Systems and more recently
Wine Selectors, Samantha will drive
the marketing strategy for Diamond’s
range of services including Managed
Services, Software Development and
Telecommunications.
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BARR PROPERTY & PLANNING
Barr Property & Planning has expanded
its team to meet a growing demand
with the appointment of principal
planner Kirsty Tepper. Kirsty has a
strong background in statutory and
strategic planning. She has worked as
a planner in both local government
and private sectors and provides
broad experience in strategic planning
policy and development assessment
across city and regional settings.
Kirsty is currently studying a Master of
Economics and Regional Development

GREATER BANK
James Warren is the new manager of
the Cessnock branch of Greater Bank.
James has almost 25 years banking
experience in Sydney, Tasmania and
regional NSW. He now calls Cessnock
home and is looking forward to with
local people and businesses as well
as getting involved with the charities
and community groups Greater
Bank and the Greater Charitable
Foundation support.

HMA

HUNTER WATER

Andrew Gresham has been appointed
to the board of HMA. Andrew is an
executive with BAE Systems Australia,
with experience spanning business
leadership roles, strategy, business
development and commercial in
sustainment, systems integration and
manufacturing for Aerospace and
Maritime sectors. He has developed
partnering relationships to both win
new business and effectively deliver
support to the ADF. Andrew currently
leads BAE Systems Australia's F-35 Program.

Dr Jim Bentley is the new Managing
Director of Hunter Water. Dr Bentley
has over 20 years’ experience in the
infrastructure sector, including 12
years at the UK’s largest water utility,
Thames Water. For the past 10 years
Jim has been living in New Zealand,
where he served as Executive Director
of the Synergine Group, Director of
the Centre for Infrastructure Research
at the University of Auckland and
Chief Executive of Metrowater Ltd.

HBR new appointments
WEBBER ARCHITECTS

WEA HUNTER

Luke Keating has been appointed
Associate at Webber Architects.
Luke plays an integral role in a
project team and is responsible for
documentation, drafting, modelmaking and presentation material
for projects across both residential
and commercial architecture. Luke
maintains a current knowledge
base by actively participating in a
continual professional development
program.

Chris Seysener has been appointed
as a Director of the WEA Hunter Board.
Chris is an IT executive who is highly
experienced in transformational
change, IT strategy and governance
and service delivery optimisation.
He is the Chief Information Officer
and General manager Business
Services with Hunter Valley Coal
Chain Coordinator (HVCCC) and has
worked with AMP, Allianze, Arium and
Endeavour Energy.

WEBBER ARCHITECTS

WEA HUNTER

Andrew
Barnard,
Registered
Architect has been appointed
Associate Director at Webber
Architects. Andrew has expertise in
architecture, landscape design, interior
design, cost planning, and master
planning for commercial and residential
projects. Andrew has a comprehensive
understanding of environmental
design. Andrew is a member of our
senior management team, leads a
project team and oversees our quality
assurance system.

Samantha Atkin has been appointed
to the Board of WEA Hunter.
Samantha is a Chartered Accountant
who has worked in the mining and
industrial sectors for more than 15
years and is currently working at
WesTrac. She specialises in financial
representation, project management,
fanatical management and reporting.

We want
to hear
about
your new
business!
Let us know about your people.

w w w. H B R m a g.co m .au

E: garry@HBRmag.com.au
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HBR business technology

These masterclasses are especially designed for
business owners, CEOs and C-level managers and
could transform your business.
Tickets include:
• 2 days of masterclasses
• Morning & Afternoon Tea both days

DiG 2016 drawing closer

• Lunch both days

DiG 2016 is a 2 day business masterclass packed with practical
information on how to market, automate and grow your business. It is
being held on 13 & 14 October 2016 at Harbourview Function Centre,
Newcastle.

• Cocktail function on Thursday 13 October
For further information, including the latest
program details, visit www.digfestival.com.au

Digital internship program
We’ve all seen it. Someone secures an internship, turns up
and there’s a mad scramble around the office to ‘delegate some
work to the student’. It all feels like a bit of an afterthought. The
Chimpternship - a digital internship program - aims to change all
that.
The Chimpternship is a structured digital publishing internship
that enables participants to hone their writing, editorial, research,
eCommerce, digital and Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) skills.
Gorilla 360 Founding Director, Scott Evans, said that it was
important to the Gorilla 360 team to provide a valuable experience
that would touch on a comprehensive range of industry-relevant
skills.
“We view internships as an important part of giving back and
developing our industry, and that’s why we’ve invested a great deal of
time in creating a detailed Chimpternship program designed to help
create work-ready junior gorillas,” Scott said.
“There are very few skills-based internships in the digital space
and plenty of companies that just ‘go through the motions’ with
interns, which is why we were determined to create a structured and

mutually-beneficial program that’s almost like a mini course. Coffee
runs and filing don’t feature in the Chimpternship.”
Melissa Newphry is a recent Chimpternship graduate and says that
is was hands down the best intern experience she’s ever had.
“It's not often in an internship that you feel valued for your time
and energy, but these guys know what it's like to be juggling work
and study so they make the entire process as valuable and flexible as
possible,” Melissa said.
“You learn so much in such a short space of time and because of
everything I've learnt at Gorilla 360 I feel confident that I can walk
into a marketing or communication job with genuine industryrelevant experience and skills behind me. The team are awesome and
so friendly, they make you feel like a part of the family.”
If students would like to apply for a Chimpternship the Gorilla 360
team suggest that a traditional resume is not going to propel them to
the front of the queue.
“We’re in a creative space, so we’re looking for interns who can
demonstrate their ability to be innovative and engaging in their
approach,” Scott concluded.

James Dillon from Gorilla360 with Melissa Newphry
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HBR business technology
How safe is my data in the cloud?
Paul Martinovic
Managing Director
Pinpoint Computer Services
Cloud computing - the concept of storing data and applications
remotely on hosted servers rather than at your own premises - can
cut IT costs dramatically, reduce downtime, increase mobility and
speed up your operations.
These days we trust the cloud more and more. Now even our
documents from the bank, ID scans and confidential business
papers find their new residence on the cloud. But can you be sure
your information is safe and secure out there?
Despite the rise of public and private cloud platforms offered by
many vendors around the world, less than 10% of the world's data is
currently stored in the cloud, so what is holding businesses back?
Let’s explore the issue of cloud security.
Why do companies use the cloud?
Building your own cloud is expensive, time consuming and
difficult to manage. If you can outsource this hardware and software
to specialist companies that make it easy to expand or reduce the
amount of storage and services you require, you can save a lot of
money and time.
Business leaders are looking to optimise and grow their businesses,
and cloud can give them that. Cloud computing can reduce costs
and provide a better customer experience.
What are the risks?
The biggest risk is giving up control of your data to someone else.
What happens in the event of a disaster? Your data could get lost,
wiped or corrupted.
Companies need to make sure the provider they choose has a

proven and tested disaster recovery plan. They also need to have
options to store your data at various geographic locations and even
the ability to back up to your business premises.
There is also security to consider. There is no doubt that data
stored in the Cloud is far more secure than data stored at a normal
office. Cloud servers are stored in tier-one data centres with secure
biometric access, individual locked racks, security guards, multiple
enterprise grade firewalls, threat management devices and other
security controls.
Depending on the value of your data you should have many
options available to you to increase the security levels, just
like selecting from a menu. Such as two-factor authentication,
encryption and the ability to have multiple copies of your data.
The bad guys always target the password. So ensure you don’t have an
easy password to crack. Use long and randomised passwords.
The final verdict
Yes, your data is relatively safe in the cloud, likely much more so
than in your own office. In addition, files are easy to access and
maintain. However, with cloud services you ultimately put your
data in the hands of other people. It is best to check with the Cloud
provider you are choosing to ensure they have the best security and
backup solutions available for your business.
For further information contact Pinpoint Computer Services
on (02) 4966 0391, email paul@pinpointcomputers.com.au or
visit www.pinpointcomputers.com.au

CLOUD

SOLUTIONS
• CLOUD BACKUP- OFF SITE
• HOSTED SERVERS
• HOSTED MYOB AND QUICKBOOKS
• HOSTED MICROSOFT OFFICE
• LOCAL
OCAL DATA CENTRE
OUR DEDICATION TO QUALITY SOLUTIONS,
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES MAKES US A RELIABLE
PARTNER FOR YOUR BUSINESS

AW1473577

Unit 3, 3 Glenwood Drive, Thornton NSW 2322.
Phone 02 4966 0391
www.pinpointcomputers.com.au
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HBR business technology
Upgrading to an NBN internet service
Trent Goodall
Cube Voice & Data
Many households and businesses across Newcastle and the
Hunter Region have experienced firsthand the end result of the
National Broadband Network rollout. Some user experiences have
exceeded expectations, yet others have found it to be an absolute
nightmare.
To date, the NBN Rollout has been primarily based around
Fibre-to-the-Premises for higher density locations and Wireless
NBN for less populated regions. Newcastle has become one of the
first regions in Australia to rollout Fibre-to-the-Node technology,
where optic fibre cable connects one of the 121 NBN Points of
Interconnect (POI or NBN Enabled Exchanges) to a node (Sub
Exchange) nearby your premises. This node receives the internet
connection via fibre optic cable and then redistributes the NBN
Internet Service via existing Copper Cable to your premises.
My experience assisting Newcastle businesses connecting to the
NBN FttN Services has been a steep learning curve. Several factors
need to be considered before upgrading to an NBN internet
service which can directly impact the performance of your
connection including:
•
•
•
•
•

Base speed offered by the carrier
Carrier network congestion
Copper cable distance from the node to your premises
Residential versus business Services
Modem/router hardware

Minimising the negative impact of the above factors can mean
the difference between an average or superior NBN Internet
experience – ensuring you receive the performance you are
expecting!
If you are unsure about how to deal with these impacts, I would
recommend engaging a local Telco professional. They should
take the time to understand your needs and can recommend a
suitable service for your home or business, rather than a sales rep
in a call centre trying to make another sale!
For further information contact Cube Voice & Data on
1300 884 884, email trent@cubevoice.com.au or visit
www.cubevoice.com.au
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Small businesses report employment and
technology barriers
The latest MYOB Business Monitor has revealed that an
overwhelming majority of small businesses experience
frustrations around employing staff and technology continues to
be a barrier to growth.
suggesting the next generation of business owners will need to
implement new methods to tackle these issues.
The bi-annual national survey of over 1,000 SME business
owners has found that 75% per cent of SMEs surveyed will
experience at least one pain point in the employment process.
Finding new staff, dealing with payroll compliance, the ability
to dismiss employees and end of year paperwork were listed
as the top pressures for small business owners when it came to
employing staff.
Interestingly, Gen Y operators were more likely to suffer
employment issues, with a mere 10% stating they had no pain points
whatsoever compared to 32% of baby boomers. 42% of retail and
hospitality businesses cited the hiring of new staff as a pain point.
Alla Keogh, Head of People and Performance at MYOB suggests
that while it’s evident that SMEs are a possible solution to the
unemployment problem, state and federal governments need to
work with the SME community in order to make an impact.
“It’s encouraging to see that the next generation of
Australian small business owners are already steaming
ahead and helping to stimulate our economy. The
importance of small business to our nation is well-known,
and these results suggest that this importance will only
become more prominent in the decades to come,”
- Alla Keogh, Head of People & Performance MYOB
Up to 55% of business owners are still uncomfortable with
cloud-based technology beyond email, the Business Monitor
found. Data security remained the biggest concern, with 42%
listing hackers gaining access to data as their biggest concern,
rising from 34% in the previous wave.
“We feel that the education piece is still not quite there for
many small business owners, who may want to improve their
technology systems but are not too sure on how to go about it.
“We encourage those in this situation to seek out advice,
particularly from their accountant or financial adviser who can
discuss software options that can help to cut down time spent on
tedious compliance tasks,” said Ms. Keogh
Gen Y and Gen X operators were much more likely to have an online
presence (70% and 62% respectively) than Baby Boomers (46%) and
Traditionalists (26%). Interestingly, Gen Y business owners were much
less likely to use email than Gen X (36% and 49% respectively).
“Whether your technology strategy is progressive or
conservative, we’ve seen that small businesses who adapt to
changing technologies are much more likely to experience
business growth. Whether you have already implemented cloud
software or you are first-timer to Twitter, we encourage small
business owners to move beyond their comfort zone and seek the
support they need to ensure technology is working for them.”
The Business Monitor revealed that Gen Y small business owners
were more likely (35%) to have seen an improvement in revenue
in the last 12 months, compared to 25% of all SMEs who reported
an improvement and 42% whose revenue remained steady.
Gen Y operators were also more likely to have more work in their
pipeline in the next three months, with 50% confirming this.
“It’s encouraging to see that the next generation of Australian
small business owners are already steaming ahead and helping
to stimulate our economy. The importance of small business
to our nation is well-known, and these results suggest that this
importance will only become more prominent in the decades to
come,” said Ms. Keogh

HBR business technology

Your Communications Broker
Working For Your Business!

CUBE is Here to Help!

OFFICE PHONE LINES
BUSINESS INTERNET
& NBN
CLOUD SERVICES

PHONE SYSTEMS &
DATA CABLING



Honest Assessment of your current
Communications hardware and services



Your Trusted Managed Service Provider for
Voice & Data Services



Servicing Newcastle & The Hunter Region



Over 20 Years Industry Experience!

OUR NON-EXCLUSIVE AGREEMENTS WITH
TELCO CARRIERS MEANS
THE BEST PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR
YOUR BUSINESS

www.cubevoice.com.au

1300 884 884

Tracking Your Fleet Of Vehicles
Has Never Been Easier!

Why CUBE TrackIT?


BETTER COVERAGE
3G & 4G SIM Access roaming across
Telstra, Optus and Vodafone mobile
networks for GPS updates



ON ANY DEVICE AT ANY TIME!

Special Offer


Sign up your Fleet for tracking prior to 30th
September 2016 and receive 12 Months
Tracking for $259 per unit including GST!
(normally $299 per unit per annum)



Live Web Based Platform plus Free
Mobile Apps for iOS and Android

TrackIT devices are supplied and installed
for a once off cost of $449 incl GST.


Within 1 Hour Vehicle Travel of Newcastle



12/24V Vehicle Power must be available



Minimum Cost: $708 incl GST per unit for your first
12 Months
(TrackIT Device supply and install at $449 plus
12 Month Tracking Access at $259)

www.cubetrackit.com.au

1300 884 884
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HBR eating out
64-66 Scott St, Newcastle East, NSW
02 40 232 707
info@grainstorenewcastle.com.au

Honest Food
Cellar
Cocktails

100% Australian Craft
Beer Cafe
located in the historic East
End of Newcastle NSW,
Offering an
All Day menu inspired by
the American Diner/Grill.
Not to mention 21 craft
beers on tap!

An honest, corporate
dining experience

OPEN WEDNESDAY TO SUNDAY // 12 TILL LATE
107 DARBY STREET, COOKS HILL
WWW.THEBOWERYBOYS.COM.AU

The

Terrace

AT THE BOAT SHED BAR + GALLEY - OPEN FROm 6pm wed-sat

The Hop Factory is Newcastle’s
ultimate craft beer dining
experience, offering both a
craft beer restaurant & function
facilities on Newcastle’s most
famous eat street - Darby Street.

Business
Lunches or
Corporate
Functions

NOW
OPEN
facebook.com/theboatshedbar

www.theboatshedbar.com.au

LOCATED WITHIN

@theboatshedbar

|

02 4945 0888

102 Darby Street Cooks Hill NSW 2300
P: 02 4929 4854 E. office@thehopfactory.com.au
www.thehopfactory.com.au

29-32 Maitland Street, Muswellbrook
P: (02) 6541 5858
E: reception@theremington.com.au
www.theremington.com.au

PROMOTE
YOUR
BUSINESS

HERE

For further details call (02) 4925 7760
or email info@HBRmag.com.au
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BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE
NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained
accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments and
homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for
visitors and business colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.
P: 49615566 E: joanne@bqnre.com.au
W: bqnre.com.au 1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC

SCORPION

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ACCOMMODATION

HBR business services
CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES INTERNATIONAL
Our services include:

Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning,
4 Airfreight
Seafreight
Insurance and Risk Protection.
4 Imports

Exports

(02) 4929 2552

4 Customs

Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay

clearance

"Working together for your future"
www.crestfs.com.au

4 Document

assistance

4 Warehousing

Storage

4 Project

CLEANING SERVICES

Cleaning and Maintenance services, maintaining your asset value for:
• all residential and small commercial property,
end of lease/preparation for sale, detailing
• marine asset services, diving, charter/delivery, sales,
finance & insurance
Bill Quirk - M: 0402957055 P: 02 49405100
E: admin@newcastleassetmanagement.com.au
A: 1/91 Hannell St Wickham
Newcastle Cruising Yacht Club 2293

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
•
•
•
•

Strata Cleaning Services
Medical Centre Cleaning
Commercial Office Cleaning
Over 20 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie

P: (02) 49610145 E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

• Security bins and one-off shredding
• Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
• NAID AAA Certified
• Locally owned and operated
• Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast
Phone: 4957 9903
www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

freight

Your global FREIGHT FORWARDER in the Hunter Newcastle office provides
4 Animal direct
and immediate support for all your international freight needs:
transport
4 Personal
• IATA Air - Seafreight - Imports - Exports
eﬀects
- Storage - Project Cargo - Customs Clearance and transport services.
• Online track and trace
• Supply chain management
INTERNATIONAL
• International Trade support

SCORPION

Please call for individualised cost analysis, comparison
rates
and serviceCALL
options
Our services
include:
02 4962 1234
4 Airfreight
on: 4962 1234 www.scorpioninternational.com.
www.phl.net.auFAX

SHAW GIDLEY INSOLVENCY &

Our services include:
4 Airfreight
Seafreight
4 Imports
Exports
4 Customs
clearance
4 Document
assistance
4 Warehousing
Storage
4 Project
Warehousing

02 4962 1283
Seafreight
Website
4 Imports
www.scorpioninternational.com
Exports
4 Customs
clearance
RECONSTRUCTION
4 Document
assistance
4 Warehousing
Storage SHAW GIDLEY,
4 Project
WHEN EXPERIENCE
WarehousingMATTERS.

GLOBAL

GLOBAL
LOGISTICS

Shaw Gidley Insolvency & Reconstruction is one of the region’s most
LOGISTICS
experienced specialist firms. If you’re experiencing
financial distress,
4 International
contact us to achieve the best possible outcomeairfor
and your
sea circumstances.

4 International

air and sea
freight
4 Animal
transport
4 Personal
eﬀects

freight
Newcastle - 02 4908 4444
Tuggerah - 02 4365 3344
4 Animal
Port Macquarie - 02 6580 0400 www.shawgidley.com.au
transport
4 Personal
eﬀects

SCORPION
STRATA MANGEMENT

THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY

A Division of POWERHOUSE LOGISTICSair and sea

INSOLVENCY SERVICES

DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION

NEWCASTLE ASSET MANAGEMENT

FREIGHT FORWARDERS

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Warehousing

GLOBAL
LOGISTICS
SCORPION INTERNATIONAL
4 International

LAKE GROUP STRATA

INTERNATIONAL

Strata & Community Title Managers
CALL
02 4962 1234
FAX
02 4962 1283
Website

CALL
02 4962 1234
FAX
02 4962 1283
Website

• Over 30 years managing property
www.scorpioninternational.com
• Pre-purchase reports
• Set-up & establishment service
• Consultancy Service
• Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305

www.scorpioninternational.com

HBR
Hunter Business Review

For more business information visit:

www.HBRmag.com.au
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HBR funny business
On the first day, God created the dog and said, "Sit all
day by the door of your house and bark at anyone who
comes in or walks past. For this, I will give you a life span
of 20 years."
The dog said, "That's a long time to be barking. How
about only 10 years and I'll give you back the other 10?"
So God agreed.
On the second day, God created the monkey and said, "Entertain
people, do tricks, and make them laugh. For this, I'll give you a
20-year life span."
The monkey said, "Monkey tricks for 20 years? That's a pretty
long time to perform. How about I give you back 10 like the
dog did?"
And God agreed.
On the third day, God created the cow and said, "You must go
into the field with the farmer all day long and suffer under the
sun, have calves and give milk to support the farmer's family. For
this, I will give you a life span of 60 years."
The cow said, "That's kind of a tough life you want me to live for
60 years. How about 20 and I'll give back the other 40?"
And God agreed again.
On the fourth day, God created humans and said, "Eat, sleep,
play, marry and enjoy your life. For this, I'll give you 20 years."
But the human said, "Only 20 years? Could you possibly give me
my 20, the 40 the cow gave back, the 10 the monkey gave back,
and the 10 the dog gave back; that makes 80, okay?"
"Okay," said God. "You asked for it."
So that is why for our first 20 years, we eat, sleep, play and enjoy
ourselves. For the next 40 years, we slave in the sun to support
our family. For the next 10 years, we do monkey tricks to entertain
the grandchildren. And for the last 10 years, we sit on the front
porch and bark at everyone.
There was a plane with four people on board - a pilot,
lawyer, priest and a 10 year old child.
The plane is going down fast but there was only three

parachutes so the pilot says "I have a family and a daughter that is
expecting!" he grabs a parachute and jumps off the plane.
The lawyer says "Well I'm the smartest man on earth so I have to
live!" he grabs a parachute and jumps off.
So now there is only one parachute left so the priest tells the 10
year old "Son go ahead take the last one I have lived my life and
you still have so much left to live."
The boy looks around the plane and says "Wait we can both live."
The priest says "Well, how can that be?"
The boy says "Because the smartest man in the world just
jumped off with my backpack!"
An inmate is on death row, waiting to be executed.
The guard comes to his cell and asks him what his last
request is.
"Since, I don't particularly have a favourite food, I'm
going to request singing a song instead, one time, and
without interruptions," the inmate replied. "This song
was one my dad taught me when I was a young child."
The guard nodded, and allowed him to sing his song.
The inmate takes a shaky breath and starts, "One billion bottles
of beer on the wall..."
Faced with hard times, the company offered a bonus
of $100.00 to any employee who could come up with a
plan to save money. The bonus went to a young man in
accounting who suggested limiting future bonuses to
$10.00.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“The only thing worse than starting something and failing...
is not starting something.”
- Seth Godin
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The Hunter Region’s Premier Print Group.
Extensive range of services:
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Kitting and packing

Award winning offset and digital printing
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Online customised print management portal
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“

For over 25 years we have provided proactive, easy
to understand and tailored solutions to our clients for
all their accounting, taxation, business advisory and
superannuation funds needs. So we were happy to
find that BIG Boys share similar values regarding client
servicing. Overall, the result that BIG Boys delivered was
professional, timely and met our exacting requirements.
A big thank you to everyone at BIG Boys.

”

Philippe Phan – H&M Accountants

REVITALISE YOUR
WORKSPACE
The quality of a workspace has a huge impact on the health and happiness of the
people who use it. At BIG Boys Office Fit Out, we believe everyone deserves a great
place to work. That’s why we work hard to deliver the highest quality fit outs and
refurbishments for our clients.
We allocate one Project Manager to encompass every step of the often complicated
process involved in design, construction and renovation. We listen to your needs and
manage the project from the first meeting right through to the final product.

CALL US NOW TO IMPROVE YOUR WORKSPACE
P: 0404 479 038 E: bok@bigboysnewcastle.com.au
www.bigboysnewcastle.com.au
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